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PREFACE

This curriculum is intended primarily for students who are severely
and profoundly retarded. These students may have little or no existing
Communication,, and rday have physical handicaps that restrict theiripotential.

-communication.responses. The flexibility of this curriculum is ideal for
developing indiviklualized programming fgr these students. However, the
concepts upon which the curriculum is based are applicable to any student.

This curriculum4focuses on the training of basic communication skills,
The training of traditional language-related skills', such as Vocal imitation,
language comprehension, etc., WIdkild supplement the training objectives
presented in this curriculum. In addition it is assumed that teachers
utlizing the curriculum will already have had a background in behavioral
analysis and behavior modification, and that such principles will be applied
forall response training (see Appendix F).

Finally, this curriculum represents an integraIion of ideas and procedures
developed by our own staff, as well as a number of additional sources
including the following:

McLeaT;ajinin:hd`CSoltemr.:c1=11e.s,E

Horstmeier, D.S. and Mac nald, J.D.

E. Merrill, 1978

Transactional Approach to Early Language
Merrill, 1978.

, A Trainer's Manual for-Ready Set, Go
and the Environme Language Interventiori Program. Columbus: Charles

Reike, J.A., Lynch, L.L., and Soltman, S.F., Teaching Strategies for Language
Development, New York: Grune and Stratton, 1977.

Van Dijk, J. T e fist steps of the deaf/blind child towards language.
Proceedin of the Conferene on the,Ditaf/Blind, Refsnes, Denmark,
Boston:. Perkins School for the Blind, 1965 (a). (See Sternberg, L.,
Battle, C., and Hill, J., Prelanguage Communication.programming for
the severely and profoundly handicapped. Journal for the Association
for Severely Handicapped, 1980, 5, 224-233.

.

Williams, D. and For, T., Minimal Objective System for Pupils with Severe
Handicaps, University.of Vermont Unpublished Manuscript, 1977.'
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CCC PROGRAM INTRODUCTION
AND OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

The CoMprehensi:Ve Communication Curriculum (CCC) is a communication
training program which, has been developed in response to frustrations
expressed by many teachels and parents of severely multiply handicapped
children. Language training efforts with this population in the past
have had little success. It has ben our observation that these attempts
often fail because the child is being taught formal symbolic language-
systems (such.as speech, manual sign, bliss symbols, etc.), without being
taught basic communication skills. Communication programs have traditionally
required that students learn several prerequisite skillstbefore beginning
actual communication training. These prerequisites have included motor
and vocal imitation, attending behavior; vocabulary comprehension, and
so-on. In the ACC Program these skills, while important, are considered
"faciditators" (See Appendix A). They are not Prerequisite to learning
communication skills, but rather, they enhance the learning communiFative
behaviors by facilitating resppnse development.

It is the underlying assumption of the' CCC Program that the acquisition
of basic communication skills is an. essential prereqirsite to the successful
acquisitiOn of functional linguistic skills. In the CCC Program, which
has been designed specifically for, use with the severely to profoundly
retarded, fi'Dfi. icallY1'-fiandicapped student,, "basic communication skills" are
defined as th
initiate a co

ability to express basic'w'ents acid needs, and to spontaneously
unication interaction. This communication may be accomplished'

' either symbolically (e.g., by using words pr signs), or non-symbolically
.(e.g., by using natural gestures and movements). Figure 1 represents an
important conceptual feature of the CCG Program. That is, therefore many

k

ways to communicate. Only one of them is through symbolic language.
Severely handicapped; children who are unable to learn complex systems of
symbolic language, can still be trained to communicate.

All children, no matter how young, or how severely impaired, communicate
in someway: by crying, gacia expressions, gestpres, etc. The normal
humari-infant communicateS.from the moment of birth by crying to express
pain or discomfort. The infant continues to develop effective communication
skills including various combinations of eye.gaze, pointing, and vocalizations
throughout the first yearof life. It is not until-twelve or fifteen
months of age that the infant really begins to use speech and symbolic
language for communication.

b.

13s
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Thus, the normal child has had more\than a year of experience
developing communicatIon skills before he or she even begins to develop
a conventional symbol system. IA the same way, it is unreasonable to
expect the severely multiply handicapped child to learn sumbolic language
before the child'has leained to communicate. Nearly all severely multiply
handicapped children, whether or not they learnsa formal system of symbolic
language, can learn to communicate' their basic wants and needs. Many pf
these children already have some formof communicating, .smentioned above.
The.purpose of the CCC Program is to make that communication more efficient
and systematic, and more under the child's own control.

Another importAnt feature of the CCC Program is its focus upon functional
use of communication within the natural settings and events of the child's
daily life. Because of this focus, the Child's family and home are seen
as key elements to the success of communication training.

Two manials which accompany this curriculum deal in various ways with
parent involvement'in the Classroom. The Teacher's Guide to Parent Involvement
discusses a "hierarchy of services" which provides a framework within which
to evaluate and plah parent involvement in the classroom. The Parent's
Guide provides parents with guidelines for communication training in the
home, as well as a list of resources fi),Fiparents of handicapped children.

Because of the response limitations of severely multiply handicapped
children, formal assessment tools, such as standardized tests, are often
of limited use in evaluating these,chidren's current and potential
communicAtion skills. In the CCC Program, parents or primary caregivers,
rather than standardized test scores are considered to be the best source
of initial,assessment inforrIption regarding the child. A Caregiver Interview,,,

linkis a personal interview with the child's parents, provides an initial
link between the classroom and dile parents. Parent reports regarding the
han'dicapped child's current communicative skills are viewed as,crucial
information for the process of progrARRlanning in the classroom. In addition
to providing important information,-qie parents and the home setting are
seen as essential to,both he selection of,ippropriate trilining goals, and
to .the process of training communication sklils. /

15 /
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KEY, ASSIIMPTIIINS OF THE CCC PROGRAM

he following is a list and brief explanation of several key points
umptions of the CCC Program:

child can learn to communicate.

fo

im

The CCC Program has no prerequisites. The program appropriate
any handicapped child regardless of the severity'of hi or her
irments.

Z. Sev rely handicapped children must'learn to communicate basic wants
and needs in' order for language behaviors to 1e functional.

Many handicapped children are taught specific language behaviors,
suc as signed or spoken labels (e.g., naming objects). Often, however,
thes- behaviors are not communicatively functional for the handicapped

- chile because he cannot use them for anything in his daily life.
Cons quently, the language behaviors 1irenot readily generalized and

, main ained. In ,the CCC Program children.learn that communicati#e
beha iors can 140 used to control their environment and obtain the

-

thin s they want and need.

3. Child en_are most likely to learn those communicative behaviors which
^ expre S basic wants and needs.

14

dhildren must have a "communicative need", i.e., a reason or
purp for communicating. Thus, the first. goal of the CCC Program is
the flentification of the things the child enjoys and/or needs from his
daily environment. ,Students are then trained to request those wants

_ and needs. (In this curriculum, wants and needs are also referred to
as "high-preferen e reinforcerer)

4. Children mUst,learn initiate Communicative interaction.
:

Communicative behaviors tre of little use to the handicapped child
if they cannot be spontaneously used to initiate communicative
interaction. Thus, in orZfel.-4o facilitate spontaneous use of communicative

, behavior, the CCC Program trains the child to signal the teacher or
caregiver for attention, and to recognize those situations in which
there is a communicative need.

5. Children are most likely to communicate in natural situations, to persons
with whom they are Most familiar.

The child's home and family are viewed as essential elements of the
successful communication training program., with regard to initial
.assessment, as well as program pl nning and implementation.

16
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MAJOR COMP4HENTS OF THE C C C PROGRAM

Thereare five major components and goals of theCCC Program:

1. CAREGIVER INTERVIEW ,

I

Purpose: To determine what communicative ehLviors the child
already possessess: i.e., to=dkscribe what the'chid already attempts
to communicate abobt in his or her home envi,ronment;and what behaviors
the child uses in these communicative situations. The Caregiver
Interview focuses on the home and family, and providesthe initial
link between the teacher and the parents.

2. IDENTIFICATION bF.WANTS AND NEEDS ,

Purpose: To determine the child's high-preference (reinforcing)
, item's, foods, persons and activities.' These high-preference items will

then be'Used as the things the child is trained to communicate about.

3. TRAINING THE CHILD TO REQUEST WANTSAND NEEDS

Purpose: To teach basic requesting behaviors which will enable the
child to "ask" .(either symbolically or nonzpymbolically) for those
high-preference items and activities already identified. The appropriate

currsnt and potential communicative behaviors through the Caregiver

"Reqrst" training objective is determined by assessing the child's .

Interview, Teacher Questionnaire, and direct observations of the child.
There are four request training objectives: REQUESTING MORE, REQUESTING
THROUGH CHOICE, REQUESTING THROUGH PICTURE COMMUNICATION BOARD, AND
REQUESTING THROUGH SPEECH OR SIGN.- The goal and rationale for each of
these objectives, as well as suggested training procedures, are presented
in the "Requesi TKaining" section of this manak.

4. TRAINING TO INITIATE INTERACTION AND REQUEST WANTS AND NEEDS

Purpose: To train the use of an audible attention signal which can
be used by the child to obtain attention from caregivers in order to
communicate a request. The multiply handicapped child mist have some
way of signalling for attention in order to initiate a communicative
interaction. Only the'n can communicative behaviors be used spontaneously.

5. ENVIRONMENTAL MANIPULATIONS TO FACILITATE SPONTANEOUS REQUESTS

Purpose: To manipulate the child's environment in such a way as to
facilitate the spontaneous use of communicative behaviors in real
Communication situations. Once the child has learned to request and to
initiate communication, the child's daily environment and activities are
arranged in such a way.as.to maximize opportunities for spontaneous use of
those behaviors.

17
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Each of these,components is described ip the curriculum which follows.
The goal, description, and rationale of each of the objectives is-presfented,
followed by suggested teaching procedures. Examples of procedures and
target behaviors are also provi d:

ti
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CURRICULUM SEQUENCE

7

. .

Progression through the curriculum is described briefly as follows:
The teacher begins the assessment process by contacting the child's parents-
and filling out the CAREGIVER INTERVIEW. For the child who initially-seems
to hive very few high-preference 'objects or activities in his daily life,
the primary objective becomes IDENTIFICATION OF WANTS AND NEEDS. Thus, fore
the child who is "difficult to reinforce' or who "doesn't like anything" this
must be the first objective.

(1

Once at least one strong reinforcer (or "high-preference items as they
are called in this curriculum) has been identified, REQUEST TRAINING can begin.
No matter what form of request is larned, whether symbolic or non-symbolic,
the primary goal of the CCC Program is that chilAien, in some way, request
the things they want from their daily environment.

or

When the child has learned to make request in any form, be is then
taught to signal attention from the teacher or caregiver in order to INITIATE
INTERACTION.

After the child has learned to request the desired object or activity,
and todnitiate communication, it is important to arrange the environment
and daily activities in such a wayas to FACILITATE SPONTANEOUS IEQUESTS.

4
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1

PARENT INTOLVEMEN,T AND
INITIAL\ ASSESSMENT

FAEENTAL INVOLVEMENT

8

The CCC Program is strongly committed tb the involvement of parents
in the educational process of the handicapped.Child. ,The two manuals
which accompany this curriculum guide, l'eachbr's Guide to Family.Involvement
and Parent's Guide to Classroom InvolVement, Communication Training, and
Resources, are designed to facilitate family involvement.'

I .An especially important aspect .ofparent involvement is-in tivhe
Communication assessment process. A basic assumption,of this program is that
no one knows the handicapped student as well as the parents or the primary
caregiver. While a great deal of inforMation may be gained by direct testing.
and teacher observations, parents are often the best single source of
information regarding their severely handicapped child. Due to tWextreme
response limitations of most severely handicapped students, ,formal assessment

, tools, such as standardized tests, are often of little use in evaluating the
.

student's current and potential communication skills. Because communication --
is a social behavior, it should come as no surprise that those persons who
have the closest relationship with a studflnt are usually best qualified to
assess that student's communication skillg. This in no way suggests that .

teachers and other professionals can notContribute important information
regarding students' communication skills but rather, that the 4acher should
utilize the one-to-one and very close relationship that often.exIsts between
the child and his or her parents. .404 *

The Caregiver Interview (found in Appendix B) has-been designed to
assist the teacher in using parents' inputto appropriate cormilunication
training goals. The selection'of CCC commUnication,goals and training
strategies will depend upon the teacher' ability to identify the st'udent's
high-preference wants and needs. at home ( s well as rn the classroom)., and
the ways students exptess those wants and,peeds to thein,arents.

While most ,parents will, demonstrate enthusiasm and readily become
involved in the assessment process and other classroom activities, some , .\'parents may be reluctant. ,T,o faCilitate the parents! involvement in the
classroom, and to begin.the initial stages of an active family program, the
following suggestions are presented. A detailed discusion of these
strategies is presented under the "PlanningStrategies"-section of the
Teacher's Guide to Family Involvement:

1. Initial Contact Letter. Two or three weeks prior to the beginning of
school the teacher should send each of-the families involved in the,

.1- classroom a letter of introduction. rn addition to introducing herself,
the classroom staff, and,h.anS for the coming year, the letter should.
invite family members to a parent meeting.

) . .1

A
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2. follow -up Telephone 11. ,Two or three days pr r to the parent. meeting,
call each family to' emind them of themeeting, nd encourage them to

,

attend.
<

3. Initial Group Meeting; Duping the first week of school agroup Meeting
for parents is recommended. The purpose of this m eting is Oofold:
first, the meeting can,sewe a social function.tha will begin, to develop
the'grOup cohesiveness necessary for good group int raction: Second, the
meeting should function as the beginning of thefam0,y!s invo'l'vement in

the assessment process. ,The teacher should go overthe Careg per Interview
in some detail, providing copies for parents,to make notes oh, and to
take home for furtIer consideration. At thd ehdof the meeting `Make an
appointmentwitheach parent to meet in the home (preferably)' Cr the
classroom to discuss each of the items on the interview. - ,

'
. %4

4. Individualvidual Parent-Teacher Meeting and Caregiver Interview. W enever
possible, the'teacher should make arrangements to do the Caregiver
Interview in the student's home. Patents are often more comfortable on
their "own turf". A home-visit also'provides an opportunity for the
teacher to observe the Child in hiscor her Own familiar environment.

5. Parent Invo,lyement.in Training, Generalization,,and MSVntenance of: '
Communicative Behavior. As training programs are developed, parents
will be involved in those programs to whatever extent is reasonable for
each family,

4b,

I

'4,

ASSESSMENT:, THE C A-R NOTV i 1411 EIVVI E141

AND TEACHER clIIESTIONN AlICE

, .

41°
ti

In addition to the Caregiver Interview, the'teacher Willfill out the
Teacher Questionnaire (also found in Appendix B). This qtiestionnaire'asks
many of the same kinds of questions as does the Caregiver Interview, but
assesses thestudent's communication behaviorS in the classroom rather than
the home. The teacher should anticipate that there will be discrepancies
when comparing the information provided by the two forms. In adew cases
this discrepancy may be due to inaccurate observations on th p'art of eithei
the teacher or the parent. In most pases, however, these discrepancies
simply reflect real differences in students' behaviors at home and in the
classroom. As discussed above, the severely handicapped child and, his o r

her'parents have had many yearsiof clOse, one-to-one interacon,which"*may
-r ,well have developed behaviors and interactions patterns that are very

A
different from those observed in the classroom. It is extremely important
that teachers not be defensive or judgmental in response to parents,'
claims regarding their child's behaviors and abilities. The teacher "as a
professional milk view the par4nts as an important information resource in
making decisions about initial communication training goals

-)
o be most effective, the Caregiver -Interview must be completed with

the parents and teachervdiscussing each question in 'let*. Teachers. are

22
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reminded that it is an interview, not just'a questionnaire to be filioed out.
--Parents may not understand the intent of certain questions, or they may

answer a question too briefly. In either case, valuable information may
be missed if a discussion does not follow up'their answers.

It is important that teachers use good interviewing techniques.
Questions should not be simply read'to parents, but should.be incorporated
into a conversational.Style which attempts to-elicit maximum participation.
If the teacher finds thitshe is doing,most of the talking, then the goal
of theinterview is not being met.. Teachers should fill out the Caregiver
Interview form during the interview, rather than completing the form later,
Prom memory.

The major purpose or the Caregiver Interview is to provide information
regardingthe:following:

el. High-preference items and activities. It identifies those things in the
child's home environment which are "high-preference.reinforcers", i.e.,
those objects, foods, activities, and-people which the child wants and
enjoys most.

2., Current and yotential Communicative Behaviors. It also identifies those
behaviors which the child already uses to communicate_ This
information, together with classroom observations -and input from other
professionals, provides suggestions as to what the child's respohse
potential is.

I

As will be discussed in subsequent' sections of this manugl, it is this
informay.on which enables the teacher to select the-appropriate Objective

__With. which to begin communication training.

Sample daregiver Interview.

The following is a completed sample Caregiver Interview which demonstrates
the kinds of information the questions.are intended to elicit. As teachers
read through this'sample'Caregiver Interview they will notice a great deal
of redundancy- This is done purposely in pn attempt'to obtainw reliable
information regarding communicative behaviors.
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Child's

Age

-0010 CAREGIVER INTERVIEW

Date --9,AAL
Inforination Given By

Name

Ey6q,es

General Health-

WhatItvedications does your

cnilb receive?

1.

Relationship to Child

When is it given? How.does it affect /our

1. /7/044.1/4/1., Alled 1 /4,tes ,y6e (S.4640

2.

3.

2.

3.

11.

I

Does your child have any of

These health problems? YES

A,

N6

To what?

blgheY ,

, RoCucls
How frequently?

l/-.3 ifie-4KS

How frequently?'

0? 5 EACH
whvre,c

1
How does this affect_your child?

4--.
/ flees 1/6, Caxites7-6 b

.
Allergies

.

__

Seizures
.

______________.___

6PS /9,--7-6( weg_ae ,

.C, e ) .s, .164t/5 7-&77/0#A7-4466

.
,

. .

Other chronic problems

/e A./ic?.C.7704t)S

. .

What seems to trigger your child's seizures?

.Physical Condition

Your child thews: Normally

Your child swallows: Normally

Your child sacks:/ Normally

Describe your child's feeding program or special diets:

With great difficulty

With great difficulty

With great difficulty

C/942. t 6,1 i c/Ve/n//Y fr-00 b. /9os T
roe (6. rb 64 SOFT' ore Pa_e6"6

How Would you describe your child's vision? Nora& Mild Impairment oc---1:.."--atelmpairas)A. Blind

Does your child wear asses? YES

How would you describeyour child's

Does your child wear a hearing aid?

How would yi; describe your child's

Control of right hand is: Normal

. _

Other convents:

hearing? Normal Mild Impairment

.007- SzlE6 se5d5

Moderate Impairment Deaf

YES Other comments:

use of his/her hands?
Mildly Moderately
Impaired Impaired

Mildly
Control of.left hand is: Normal Impai ed Impaired

, Is your child able to walk independently: YES

If NO, describe what assistance is needed:

. Moderately

Severely
Impaired

t
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AVtendingbehavior

. Caregl'ver Intervie.(
Page 2

.

(-10 does your child respond to new or unexpected sornds, lights, people. or 3ituations tht environment

(t.g., new coods, new room arrangement, bright colored l'i.ght). moor

44647:,__&er si2litne_e.s__452-i6___e.s_ ',dr _Az:AD wi;it, 0.5

ApproximItel) how long does your child attend to an one thing he/she is interested E;;744&5.

if/it(AL ,X/g_rthti ,eeoe.b...s_ x .2.2,,z /6-

Interfering Behavior

What behaviors of your child are irritating to yo and others around you? p/e

What behavior

_

problems does you.hild exhibit which we should be aware of? zg/4/0e( *_tik,zzie,rns

How often and in .Thal sii,JatIons dae, your-child emit. these behaviors?

What do you do when tnese problems

r_litf.!Ya/.4 Y _

Reinforcers

(scribe your child'c typical day, -

Event Appoximate
Time

Awakens

tre.s I rig

Grooming

(bath, hair,

teeth)

Breakfast

lunch

Dinner

school

flap

?VP

7: is-

I F'4/2
.4(6;44,95r 0g

664)

7:30.

SCNOOIN

./11601.

'Play
A47-E4

SOPRe3C

occur?

With

Whom

/17077/Eie

Owe6 96 Azt __

4416S /1/4/4.(/ /07.1.5 71-6 0 tgeel,* 1/A1A

ArM6IC AP,16< )1*
AA./0 VVIOE'115,41),Zi(

4/ke-s SCZAPPWZ 6%65

°

O

What about this activity does your tidild like
or dislike?

6/5a4,44Y OF Clitvey AT ,e /es

.10odsA., T 'Zed. ,

64,77i Men/AY
.</yees e6er,v4/ cm Ds NAPES somF
Knot5

.1,?he,evE

e.ernie-.<

.41,eeS = 6065 4-14.1,r 7b.s,A4-13

,U S rp .46 rc<A613 A,vb 47-r-6115



c."-

!einforcers

.continued)

---- --

Activities

Likes

What does' your childlike and diplke?

Dislikes

-ftjects

Likes

Dislikes

Dislikes

Food

Likes

Dislikes

Which of

PAAY exr).i ficrfie,c, 776e4iv6/

rlik/4/6 A 6,97-h1

Caregver interview
Page 3

, .

13

4.

Describe what your child does to let you know
that he/she likes or doesn't like this:

,

(
e

4/4(.65, 6L4/715 /9e4 C4/jr

.171A7-6S 46, Be Ac6 Air 04)
Ams 066s/A)6.7, 7-ao77i6044///41457

/94/4' col-ISA/4

Nsrvt A:vite 04/deli

70,2.44.0 Tea/y/

'et

mesineedes:5/9/44</

'1A7116e.

S'ef./e TS, ePEe_J/WY ie6 4eell/r7

PerAro6s

G4,4,eS UDC /3.4/2..$ M49e6,, z*e-Ai;

5E6mS' A7Pee 4(9006 /9u.irle6

e

43S rorze.<6 chweim/ 9f see.;4/.4i)vi;v6l
7Nest__Civ_pbs. PpdAis Amipo
"3/7e. 5,V5 " "77/ Aiari4iveA.1_
/,1DeE Of 7-Nes 6 ie,o.,,f)s

X/01 / DS
/NV-
1,70-1.- 116667'1,A

Ge2PA,17` 61)6eil. pep64, /A7D4/71V.

SO,r/7707teSe 71-eVAIS MIRD Aiti/i}!

the above w9uld you cons,ide your favorite? ice L.ebin

list below specific activities, objects, or food which the child routinely experiences, interacts with or receivesnearly every day (for example: bath, listening to music, grape juice).

t-i es

.Specific Foods

De655/A.A

17169,/,.S

19P

601
AAYS 104:14 rerrileK

-idedc)46
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Comwunicative Function

Caregiver Interview
Page 4

Does your T Frequency What does the. child
- child'
communicate C)

...,any of the 4-

below to_you7 c,

Hungry

Thirsty

Sickin pain

'Happy

;ad

tiad

1 0

0
Le) 4-1

x.

do to let you know
this?'

aDcAhrto,
sAys "At 4 /1

c/e/65).Seetficn5

x

4:

Are there certain times of the day or certain
circumstances under which this usually occurs?

5,12/A es, 6/4/..e s

c4ie s

AgAiii 77/7M

4{Ayirci6 /e47he6C

CYZASis0A/44.0/ e0/4/6,t) Xr7"" AUCNve
zt./,foOm

----- -
Tired of or
dislikes an
activity

Frustrated

Other
(Specify)

.

Does you

child l

know he/
wants on

the bel

'More of
somethin

-Your
attenti

Par cu

objet
preferr
another

.j107467 e 77471Z1#715
Gibes, sr.ebains

A165S /A)6, 21461..1/4.14
74:417/evA 'A46 At'Ac6

24,4 urns 5,q, z& i5 46'41;6

:50177",,i7tds 42,1/6v r7e6.67.3---
Seed,vn s 4

-'"ftwrri (A IA) le14664 C101he

Pr - FreouencV How,does your child. Are there certain times of tht day or certain
/ your let you know this? circumstances under which this usually occurs?
she ' ,

1 0 >,
-e of . g

4-,
.1.) cu
E E

Tu. S. 07'
S., 0 > 'W ? - 0 r- r0 CU0 ' SA 4-1 Cr- =

-'-----,0Adotis /nocorl OK

9 X .
. i/a44/2eS /404 /ne'e nis/9d7-02 S

. POD ID,

. - 50/1fe72014S , 40/%41 2. 1/Pl------j95V AT V
,

It .1-6 /6.410<7.
on 1/044A/245* meic- ,

ar
.

d over 2 7
, .

, , _. &

Does' your child ever tell you that he /she is hungry, thirsty, wants
NO How frequently?..04Y,e5 04106 0.1

your attention, etc. without first being asked?

ti



: Caregiver Interview .

Page 5

15

Communicative Responses

Does cY9ur child currently use one of the following

Vocalizations

Gestures

Manual Signs

-

Manual Sign.A

Communication Board

Has your child had

Speech

Manual Signs

Communication Board

Sr YES
, YES

YES

previous training

61751
YES

YES

N

Oro

to effectively get your attention, spy0ify wants and needs, etc.?

f YES, what system?

f, YES, can the board be

4

taken to school?

in the following?

If YES, describe Che progress in that training, A/0 .Aeo6etss

Check ways, your

child communicates
.

Frequency

What exactly is your child trying to tell you when this occurs?
(example: Joe holds out and shakes toys to get Mom's attention.)

c
w

4-'4
SD

. .

N0
V) 4, .

.?..!' ..
al S.. CIIi 0 >
et3 CUCe 2

Maims facial .

expressions (smiles,
frowns)

5,77/.<ES AiN6v 5N6 H644S voic6s -§g-e
,e6c44,v/zes ,

Laughs
.

te,/,(6,,) 64/A/6 7-7e.xcets pie nqx....ver, A 150979.1
1

-1
Cries

)(

Screams
.

Tantrums

x
_

sE66/949/6e 6°41Ke'tv7-3
Looks at people

X
Looks at objects X

.

Moves body (shakes
etc.) forward,
etc. X

5o,vevenes 711e0vS H690 rOs 46. tr) iit/PiD
C14C7/4/A/ I5x D 6(/ 4i 6r, "e/9r 6re. j

Gestures (arm or
hand movement) OCCA51DA-144.7 (6fiAt)Vexy ,03/SeS 'Mt/7s
Points to or reaches
for objects or people

.. X
''.--...

Imitates other's
actions '

.1/

.

.

Acts out (mimes)

communication K
Makes sounds - 4)14/ 511e temA17s-/9/76A/77oni oz rno& rli,b, .

Signs single words

)('

.

Signs 2-4 word
phrases

.
----, --- .

.

Points to pictures
or printed symbols A'

,

.
.

Says singlesingle words
. 54)/S " //A /)

.

.

Says 2-4 word .

phrases . X
,

4

- .

Other (describe) 2 8
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Cohunicative Environment

what does your child regularly communicate about (for example: wants attention, is hunbry, etc.)?
Describe how this communication occurs. f.:N.5

ke Sane' 711/741, u-WeA

a

Caregiver Interview
Page 6

Are there situations during the day when your child is required to make a resionse before some activity is started
Or\continued (for example: asking for Another drink of juice at breakfast, or requesting toys offs a shelf)?

\ .

YES NO If YES, describe the situation.

Arre there situations when yoni. child has to make choice b een two or more objeces (for example: preferring
milk instea.a_of juice, or rocker instead of swing)? YES NO If YES, when?

Are there situations duri the day when the child must gain your attention in order to get some desired object
or meet sane need? YES 10 If YES, when?.

Would you be interestedN*qcloing any t:onmmnication training at home? YES 00

0

29
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Interpretation of Caregiver Interview
,

The following guidelines briefly outline how the teacher should proceed
gin selecting initial training objectives once the assessment process if
completed.

1. Organize the information gained from the assessments on a worksheet
similar to the one in Figure 2. This'lists all the high-preference
reinforcers and communicative behaviors identified for the child. The,

sample presented below is taken from the-.Caregilyer Interview just
presented. In actual practice, the information obtained from the Teacher
Questionnaire would also be included in the worksheet below.

Sit at ion Potent (el Cased {wive
Res vases

MY - The
,cir home

Ar/lER 50,k465,4,140.5
vxma 6 5

s

PidiY- 77°6or No.e
74'hia-,4 510403, AAI/6 1 S

ocityles

64774774M grm* 8,11
AT hOrld

.5.v/45,4304;IS

50.iursw- Sweeps OPA's Isoarg
,

59.41erhrms ilops .fiao
/#14477/1.4 S 1/04.4azeS AwAy 72) nvoID. osurc6P

Adip MVP 7b 4.041,40e
04111/77,11 C.4.4-1.40A a.4.-
ben 72441/44.

.
i

1
Ih

.g.

1
. . . .

t

.
1

Figure Z: Sample
Response and
Reinforcer

Summary Sheet

' NOTE: Blank copies of all sample data sheets-are included in Appendix C.

2. If several high-preference reinforcers have been identified, the primary
objective will be to'train the child to request those reinforcer6, and

30

.e.
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the teacher should proceed to the "Request TrainiTIV section of the

curriculum. Guidelines are provided there whiChl will aid the teacher
in selecting the appropriate Request Training objective (e.g., REQUESTING
MORE, REQUESTING THROUGH CHOICE, etc.).

If "Request Training" is indicated, teachers shoul'a still familiarize
themselves with procedures described in IDENTIFICATION OF WANTS AND NEEDS._,,.

The identification and development of new reinforcers should be a
continuing goal in any communication training program.' Most high-
preference items or activities do not remain reinforcing for lie child
indefinitely, particularly. when frequency of access to themIrs increased

via training.

3. If few or no high-preference reinforcers have been identified, the primary
objective must be the IDENTIFICATION OF WANTS AND NEEDS. Procedures for

this objectiiye are presentpd in the next section of the manual. Request

training cannot be begun if high-preference items or activities have not
been identified.

Using the exampleof Sandy, above, the following decisions oan be made

regarding initial programming:

Rein forcers: Several reinforcers have been
identified for Sandy, including several foods
and activities. Obviously, certain reinforcers,

namely Father and bath taking, cannot readily
be incorporated ,into classPoom programming.
Requesting these particular high-preference
reinforcers will best be trained at home.
The remaining reinforcers can be utilized )

in the classroom.

Responses: The most consistently used
communication response appears to be
vocalizations. Since the mother has
repoAed that Sandy consistently uses
this behavior to indicate that she wants'
more of something or wants attention, it
would appear that Sandy has voluntary
control of this behavior. Voluntary
control of vocalization makes Sandy a good
candidate for the Requesting More objective
(see Request Training section of the manual
for detailed response selection guidelines) .

Thoujh smiling and laughing do commrlicay
her enjoyment of certain activitieorthey
occur ollowi the activity.rather than
before, an therefore would be more-

1 difficult to train as a requesti4 response.

Potential Responses: There is,sore evidence
in the Caregiver Interview that Sandy could
eventually use a head turn communicatively.

'It may be desireable to request that the
occupational therapist help with "facilitator

31
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V

training"--(see Appendix A) in order to
facilitate the develofiment of voluntary
control over head turning. Such a head
movement to thd-right and left would allow
Sandy to make choices between two foods, etc.

Training Settings: Several settings appear
to provide good functional Communication
training opportunities at home. These
include play time with father, mealtimes'
and bathtime at home. In' addition a
Teacher Questionnaire '(not shown) suggested
that free-time and snacks would be ideal
settings in the classroom.

. t

32
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Figure 3: Potential Reinforcers For The Severely Handicapped Child

EDXBLES

Frui

9Desse
Salty Nods
Honey.

Candy1 Pop
' Milk

Fruit 'Juices

AUDITORY/VISUAL STIMULI

Singing
Record Player
Radio
TV

r Music Box
Percussion instruments

bells

chimes
maracas
sand blocks

"Looney Tunes Choo-Choo"
"Jack-in-the-Box"
"See-n-Say"
Flashing lights
Pinwheels

Mobiles

RHYTHMIC/MOTQ7KINESTHETIC ACTIVITIES

Bouncing up and down
Swinging
Rocking

Riding in wagon
"Tubmobile" 0'

SETTING CHANGES

Going outside .

Moving from wheelchair to mat
Reduction of discomfort e.g.,
changing position

PHYSICAL INTERACTION

HUgging
Patting

Pat-a-cake
Peek-a-boo
Tickling

34
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V And termination of each item. A sample. completed data sheet
is provided in Figure 4.

NOTE: Blank copies of all sample data sheets are included in
Appendix C. '

.

.10

S: dent

REINFORCER SAMPLING DATA SHEET = '

'7-/-1,7716

Date 'tea Ptct fest.
4tespo se to
Introduction °

ltetponse to
Terrinstion

10/
vii

Vi 3

go PeDZ Ai

.

1

/ ra40 144b Amy
IA> lit PONL*
Ai...Av.() Ar ,r

e(11'''"
' Sm44" b

5,7m e D

ur5frrtro . ,

t? 77.ie0 /SW AO/

50/r /r our

/ Art /r
$44,4ek ...mem .sw

bAu '7; nr° 'r _
°A* /7- Amato oar

4,A5

4

5IVIVO seA I "
sn....1..smy SeN".44
,44.1oo 4r doe.oto
At/1/t<
5m/..D has/./4

' ;..46 mo 544
a NO tit frowS
3 No 146A...6.

_./
fiSroteA2 or izoivel.

cilep, 7Z't r......z.
c.00D, smeer Ariz

.
A ..L .4 /6.1.1.

44 Als.p.s& ,

. Ai. .&p.14.se

wolo AT c,fir7 maw
4.,,,,,,,o ,..4. epoo,
c..wo .5:1< /eke,

Aecm.D r).-.IL 43 ..

TkAeC

00...

I 6741reD lasew..e.4

SliteTtp de.d...va,s

.44rd>004V4M4P

4/,/-7
9/0

4/1.3

,

9/'3

03
4 Isi

443

Y./f./

9//a/ '

.

?/iy
i

7145-

9, %s-

1.1A6cA,
R/1:4

0144.4.76
...72-,,, 6

/ 6
Ce69,1

"'VC
Clecolb)

r -
.

.

-4404 er',4 re776K

0

Figure 4:

Reinfoge
Sampling
Data Sheet

0

0

41,
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o

a. Record the child's response.to thh presentation
of the item or°activity. Such reactions as smiling; ,

°looking, cessat of ongoing activity, etc..mayindicate
a positive resp nse to thepotential'reinforcer.

b. Also record the child's'response.to,the termination of
. the activty. 'In other words, phildren pay often show no -

response to the presentation of something, bqt may show
displeasure at its termination. For _example, what 'does'
the child do when given only a SMall 'sip of juice, 5.10
then the juice is withheld (within sight) for several
minutes. Or, observe the child's-response whenqe is
rocked briefly) then the rocking is abruptly stopped. *
Behaviors such as,whining, rleaching, visual seavcting,
increased motor activity, vocalizing,' etc:, may indicate'
the child's displeasure or frustration -at the interruption

.

of an enjoyed activity. (See example of "Barbara" telow)

Example

4 .°
Barbapa was a heavily medicated

often slap most of the day. No one; including '
her parents could'think of anything she liked.
She had difficulty swallowing and chewing, and
'despite the teacher's presentation of even the
"yummiest" foods, such as honeu and pop, no'
foods were found to be high-preference items.
one day, the physical therapist consented on
how much Barbara seemed to-enjoy lying on her
stomach over the PT ball and being gently rolled
back and forth. The teacher tried this activity,
three different times over a two day period, and
observed that not only were Barbara's.,eyes wide
open during the activity, but whenever the
teacher stopped the back and forth movement,
Barbara made sounds and attempted to raise her
head as if to say "Don't stop!" This-behavior
suggested to the teacher that rolling on the

.NOrball was a high-preference activity for
Barbara. It was then possibl6 to proceed to
the "flequesting More" objective, training
Barba iv to make a specific response tor-indicate
that-she ranted more rolling "on the ball.'

2. If a potential high-preference item or activty has been.'
identified via the "Reinforcer Sampling" procedure above,
proceed to request component.

3. If no high-preference items or activities can be identified-
using this procedure, go o Procedure B, "Identification of
Reinforcers via Environmental Manipulation".

36
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B. Identification of Reinforcers via Environmental Manipulation

1. Using A data sheet similar to the one presented in Figure 5,
carefully analyze the child's daily activities% Make -a list

of those activities which are a regular part of the child's
.daily'schedule, and which the child may anticipate. These are

,generally such activities as meals, snack time, rest period,
outdoor play, music time, and so-on.

r

DAILY ACTIVITIES SMART SKEET

SAudent /-

Event
Approx.
Tine

With
Whoa

Student '
LIkee%Diellkes

Nov Do You Know Student
Likes/010pm Activity.

4isoAcay AsasaP
Moo
ow
6.".

? sib" 5/41/0Y

nigil

om
. i

*
cc r,,,, P '5,004.vo,.2ereNcesT

fdtrcr
2 *5414.4.), a/AT

diviPS umrec
soua4,p 't /6-

AA4
SW1'

--...

,,,,
44.PP" SCRIA0.1 7WaroliPPM

Me $4./44 400 NtA0 he

06004
.0.... 97/S rm.v r ,.' .r.g.r.- ......61- 6.....

VA rug ,w, f Paste
jobsts ID 040 itirnA.
rivisnot, 60.os --,n..4#

roeer.
Aug /030

AU
51e4ri

-IfiSvgaro moo
'T.

500Y i
4

54.04.1.$ who*/ neer.,
OP or 4rAA4

it ao
AA/.
amp, Flo ASPIhyst

11:30
AAL

MAO
1/. 5,4005 AlTra itifieisr

/4/ 'bob
,easr il:Is" Athffsgli I 51.6EPS

pr'
Z.

1:00 pr 7 °Frits, AisrAet V

/.. ea. coy .,' Sha45 At. .r.weeedo-

rr,..,5--
95Av 4,w6s iiiiikd<

e

Figure 5:
Sample. Daily

Activities Summary'
Sheet

A

NOTE: /In.some classrooms, daily schedules are not sufficiently
predictable to enable the severely multiply handicapped child to
build up expectations of "upcoming" events and,activities. It is
important to have at least part of the classroom day organized so
khat certain events and activities always occur at a certain time.

. It is also helpful to have each event associated-with several
"preparatory" cues. For example, snack time might always occur
after music time, and could be associated with following types



p

7

\

\

Of cues: buzzer sounds, cha irs are set up and snack items are
placed on the table; the children are moved to a particular area
of the classroom, etc. By arranging the environment in this way,
these cues thus becOme discriminative stimuli for.certain events.
Then, if the cues occur but are not followed by the event the child"
has jome to'expect, the child may exhibit certain behaviors which
indicate that %he particular' event is one which he enjoys and looks

26

forward to.

2. Systematically "manipulate thsravironment" in this way: 'delay
or interrUpt'the anticipated activity, on at ;east two different
occasions, and record the child'etesponse. Some children who
have shown no'positive reaction to the activity previously, may
respond to,the absence of the activity if they have built.up an
anticipation for it-. See the sample data sheet in Figure 6' It
was concluded that eating lunCh was a high-preference activity
for Bill.

oho

COC
ENVLSOMMEIPIa, MaNTPULATIOM ?LAMMING SHEET *1

To Identify Potential neinforcers

Student 6/A

..Manipulation Probe-Situation al

1
Eitstina Situation (Describe anticipated lictivitY and critical Cu..)
8/al tedieves Ms ANA MY &km DAY ht. Me "Matt 01,04
Ada rge cAutotso Ate SWAM Ar' Me Mita

Maninulation (*Teacher Wheeler producial eheed to comunicate")
Aµ rAk CoMbeav &AA Iimie rm.( mos. rv6 rewe.vee
osstegvs 11/4,c$ .cespo.vs r0 f.ve reAr Avg ,4A-

"rift". fiymprZs, 4.1 6.445 IA" r/ho rItAy 4,4,0 ideolDs N'S

esti° ' gleirbonses
.

% .40,410;Ahirto,flehm sfureo .4/44/.4.44
.

% .7-1,eo ID &ma somiee 44se3 \reAy

Manipulatfon Probe-Situation #1

Essicina Situation (Describe anticipated activity and critical cues)
L

Manipulation (7eacher behavior producina s "need to cometniiiate)
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. 3. When an activity which the child anticipates and'enjoyshas
been identified, proceed to the "Request Training" section of

the manual. (See example of "Sherry" below.)

Example

Sherry showed no response to the presentation
of any potential reinforcers, so a systematic
analysis of her daily schedule was done. The

teacher noted that Sherry arrived at school each ,

day about 0 minutes before the other Children,
and that one of. the aides usually spent that
time talking to her and brushing Sherry's hair.
The teacher ecided to w'ithhold.this activity
one day,,and observe Sherry's response. The

next aay upon her arrival at school, Sherry
was placed in the corner across the room from
the aide, who busied herself doing paper work.
yithin five minutes, Sherry began squirming in
her wheelchair, and palling her amp. When.,

the ,tide. did approach her and began interact

normally with her, Sherry was again calm and
immobile. Thus, the teacher was able to
determine by means of this environmental
manipulation, that the social interaction and
hair brushing provided the aide were high
preference activities. The teacher then
proceeded to the Request- for More communication

objective, using that activity.

s

4. If no high-preference reinforcers are ,identified using this

procedure, proce,tid to C, Developing.Reinforcers,-below.
Procedure C shoUld also be used to develop additional
reinforcers for,those children_who have only a few, identified
high-preference reinforcers or if reinforcers have begun to
lose strength'after repeated use in request training.

C. Developing Reinforcers

Irk those Caseswhere no-reInforcers can be 'dentified-it-will be-
necessary to develop them. The following suggestions may be helpful
in thd development of new reinforc&s: 4
14Frequently t expose the child to-new potential re rs le.q.,

.

food, toy, activity).

a. PresentPresent the new item or activity at the same time, and ith'

the same preparatbry cues each day for at least 4 consec tive
days.

-

b. On the ndxt day, withhold or interrupt the new activity `and
observe the child's response. (see exampli.! of "Jonathon" below;)



a

Example

. Jonathon was-a child who engaged in a
great deal of self-stimulatory behavior. He
appeared to have few responses to any external

4 stimuli, either positive or negative. Like so
many'autistio-like ohildren, he was very
contented in his "own little wporld". 'Neither .

Procedure a nor b, above, had revealed any
high-preference-items or activities. Thus it
wa necessary to try to develop reinforcers
6r Jonathon.

Mupic was used frequently in JonathOn's
classroom, but mostly as background noise, at
various times of the day,, and Jonathon never .

appeared to be aware of it. The teacher
decided to attempt to build up an expectation -

fbr music by having a special music time each
. day with Jonathon. For several days in a row,

following lunch, she sa,,t Jonathon directly -in

front of the phonos-va.Ph speaker, and turned the
music up fairly tbud. The same song was played
each day, and no other children or activities
were in Jonathon's immediate, vicinity. This
was done consistently fbr'nine consecutive days.
On the tenth day, the teacher placed Jonathon
in the usual music spot, but did n'ot turn on
the record player. Jonathon stoPd his
typical finger play and rocking, and whirledi
ay'ound to stare at the phonograph. The teacher
concluded that he was obviously aware of the
music and had come to expect and enjoy it. The
teacher was then able to pro&eed to,communication
training to teach Jonathon to point to the
phonograph to indicate he wanted to hear the
Music.

ef.
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MELEE DECISIONS for REQUST TRAINING

RESPO'NSE SELECTION

I

30

When training a severely handicapped child to make a request, the
selection of the particular response to be trained will depend upori the
response repertoire and skill level of the child. For example, let us say
that juice has been identified as a high-preference item for a child.
Depending upon that child's abilities, he may be trained ,to do any one of
the following. (This list is not intended to be exhaustive):

Say the word "juice".

Sign "juice" manually.
Pointy to a symbol on an electronic board which

represents juice.

Point to a picture of a glass of juice.
Point to the juice from an array of two or

three'items.

TUrn his head toward the glass of juice.
.Look at the glass 'of juice.

Lift his head to-request more juice.
Vocalize "ah" to request more juice.

Despite obvious differences in the level of sophistication and difficulty
of thest various responses, they can all be equally a(fective in obtaining
juice for the child.

-

In this curriculum, responses which can be.used to make requests can be
divided into three levels; s

1. Symbolic responses are those whiCh can be used to make a symbol, such
as speech or manual sign.' Responses at this level requird good vocal
and/or gestural imitation'skills. (In some cases-j'a student using a
communication board may use a symbogc response system such as 'bliss
symbols see Appendix D. It is unlikely that the type of students for
ithor this Curriculum is intended will develop such a system)

2. Selection responses are,those which can be used to make a choice.
These include any response which can be directed toward a particular .

object in the environment, or a picture or symbol on a communication
board. The most frequently trained responses in this category are
pointing, and directed eye gaze.

3. Signal responses are those which can be used to signal. a simple
request such as a request ler more of some item or activity., These
can include any response under the child's voluntary control, such
as head movements, facial expressions, gross vocalizations, eye blinks,
body position changes, and so-on.

NOTE: With recent advances in technology almost any..response Can eventually be
used to activate an electronic communication boaYd. See Appendix D for
in

. .
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After obtaining information through the Caregiver Interview, Teacher
Questionnaire, Identification of Wants and Needs, and careful observation
of the child, a list of potential responses can be generated. For some
severely impaired children'thete may be'Very few potential response's, and
the decision regarding which one to train as a request response will be
relatively straightforward.. for other children, however, there may be.
several poten i responses. In such cases teachers mAy be unsure about
which respon e is he Most" response to train initially. ,Generally there
are f criteria which may aid the teacher in selecting a good response
for t wining, These are discusseebelow.

4 CRITERIA FOR SELECTING A RESPONSE

1. Select a response which is useful to the,child.
The child must be able to use the response in some way to control his
environment or to gain social interaction. The question below may help
teachers determine the usefulness of a potential response.

a. Does the response enable the'child to ask for something he wants?

b. Will there be frequent opportunities'o use the response, both at
home and in the classroom?

2. Selecta response which is under the child's voluntary control:

3. Select a response which can be trained in a reasonable amount of time.
It is important that the child quickly acquire a response which can -

be used for functiona communica ion, i.e., o requesr-t
preference reinforcers identified earlier. The following questions may
help the teacher meet this first criterion:

a. What does the child already do to indicate that he wants the
high=preference reinforcer? A response which is already part of
the child's repertoire will generally be easier to train than one
which is not. It is often possible to modify an already existing
response, by either expanding or refining it. For example, a
child's tendency to grab for desirdd food items could be shaped
into a pointing response, or a Slight head movement could be shaped
into a distinct head turn to the ,left, etc.

b. Which respon8e can be most easily prompted? A response for which
there is a Ieliable prompt can be trained faster than one for which
,there.is n a prompt: For example, it 'would be very time consuming
to teach a child to say the work "cookie" if the child is unable
to imitate vocally.

4. Select a response which is discrete.
-A discrete response is one which is distinct and can, be reliably
identified by others. 4 response such as pointing to a desired item
is distinct and would be more easily understood by most people than

4
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use of ah eye blink as a signal for "more juice..., However, this
criterion need not be considered unless the potential response has

already met the criteria of usefulness andtrainabijity listed above.,
If the response would not be a useful one for the child, and if it
can not be fairly easily trained, it should not be selected as the
response for initial request training.

Ufffortunately, there is no straightforward formula for making the decision
'about which response to train. Each of the considerations listed above may
or may not be of'importance for any given child. The teacher must ask the
above questions, and then use his or her own judgment, as well as that` of
the parent, in thd final selection of a response. It is important that
teachers keep in mind that communication function is the goal, rather than
communicative form. In other words, teachers should not spend a great deal
of:time attempting to train a pdrticular response, such as a sign, when a
simpler response, such as pointing could be easily taught initially and
would quickly provide the'child with a functional communicative response,

IN MAKING DECISIONS ABOUT WHICH RESPONSE TO TRAIN
FOR MAKING A REQUEST, THE PRIORITY GOAL, INITIALLY,
IS THE DEVELOPMENT OF FUNCTIONAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS
RATHER THAN A PARTICULAR COMMUNICATIVE FORM.

, \

,The following section contains several case studies of children
involved in the program development phases of the CCC Program The case
Studies describe the childrees presenting behaviors and describe the
rationale for the selection of a particular responseo be used to make a
request.

Case study #1 Jonathon.

Jonathon is' a profoundly retarded, severeZ4
handicapped child. He has spastic quadriplegia and
has no control over his limbs. He has questionable
hearing and vision. His presenting behaviors at
the beginning of training consisted of random
vocalizations., reflexive arm-movements, occasional
visual search eye movements, and head turning to
,avoid certain foods, and occasionally to localize
to sound. His only_high-preference activity is
being bounced on the .physical therapy ball.

In Jonathon's case, the decision about which
.

response might best be trained for communication is
a simple one., Head turning is the best choice for
the following reasons:

NOTE: The case studies and examples used throughout this manual are based
upon actual children; however, the names used are fictitious.
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a: head turning could be aeful,to'the child
as a signal to continue an activity the
child enjoys.

b.. head turning is the onty behavior which
, the child already buses communicatively.

c.

Vteoad turning is the response which appears

be most under Jonathon'd,voluntary
Control;

d. head turning is a response which-c
physically prompted.

One disadvantage of the head turn response is that
trainers must go to some efforts to make the response
discrete, e.g., define the target b vior as a head
turn approximately 45 degrees to the r t, which occurs
within 30 seconds.

o

Case study #2 Joey S.

Joey is a profoundly retarded ambulatory child,
who appears to have normal hearing and vision. He uses
some speech sounds, however, these'are not under imitative
control. Other potential responses include eye gaze, head
movements, and reaching; The only communicative behaviors
the chilli uses are whining and vocalizatidn. For this
child, pointing is seliected as the response to be trained
for the following reasons:

Pointing can shaped easily from the existing
reaching behavior.

b. Pointing can easily be used to obtain the things
Joey wants, namely, 'food items.

c. Pointing can be physically prompted.
d. Pointing can' eventually be used with a pitiires,

and communication board.
e. Pointing is a response that is generally

understood bp other people.

p

.In this case, even though the child does have some
ability to make speech sounds, speech has notbeen selected
as the response with whi6h to begin communiCatiop training.
It might be recommended in this case that the speech
pathologist work individually with this child to try to
develop hia imitative speech skills. Nevertheless, the
immediate goal for this child is the training of a_response
which can be used to obtain wants and needs.

N
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Case study #3 Kathleen

Kathleen is a child who has been in language training
for sevaraZ years. She has good ability to imitate manual
signs. However, she never uses sighs' communicatively.
While she is not profoundly retarded, thrre are few things
she enjoys or wants from the environment, and thus appears
very dull. The only thing she recall' enjoys is being
pushed in the playground swing.

The response selection decision in this case is clear
cut. Kathleen has already demonstrated her ability to
make signs. Thus, the sign for "swing".was trained. This
became a very functional communication response for
Kathleen who can now request something she enjoys. Teaching
the sign for "swing" meets the following response selection
criteria:

a. It can be quickly and'easily trained for this
particular child.

b. It is a discrete response.
c. It has great,"utility" or usefulness for the

child, because she can use it to request the
activity she most enjoys.

N
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There are four Request Training objectives in the CCC Program:
REQUESTING THROUGH CHOICE, REQUESTING MORE, REQUESTTNGTHROUGB7SPEhCH

", OR SIGN, and REQUESTING THROUGH COMMUNICATION BOARD. The particular
objeptive or objectives s)lijected for training will, for the most part,
be dependent upon the behakoral repertoire of the child, i.e., what

, the child can do. The following Section presents'a brief desCriptioa
of each of the request training objectives, and guidelines for
selecting the appropriate obje tive with_which to begin communication

%

training.. "
. .

-tr -

1

Requesting Through Choice. Most severely multiply handicapped
. children are able to learn a bonsistent selection response. A selection

response is one which can be used to make a selection from among an
array of two or more items. Many children ,plready have such a response
in their behavioral repertoire (e.g., pointing or dikected eye gaze).
For these children, REQUESTING THROUGH CHOICE is an appropriate pyce
to begin training.

In this objective the child is trained to indicate his choice by
directing a response toward the chosen (desired) item. For example, .

a child may be, trained'to make a chdice from among various food items at
meal or snack times (e.g., he may be given a choice between water or

.,milk as a beverage). Eventually the. child might be trained to select
picture's of the items rather than the actualitem itself, thus enabling
the child to request an item which is not present busing a simple
communication board. .

Requesting Through Communication Board. Once a child can point, or
use some other selection response to choose from among two er more high
preference items, it is possible to begin communication board training.
In this objective, the high-preference items are paired with pictures,
and objects themselves gradually faded out. A child who has a good.choice
response at the beginning of training, and who has had experience working
with pictures, may begin in this objective.

Requesting More. Some children are too impaired to make a discrete
selection. However, nearly all of these children dan be trained to use a
simple motor response to signal a request for "more" of some food or
activity. For example, a child may be taught to lift his head to signal
*a request for continuation of a favorite record, or for another bite of
cookie.

4
Because the "more" response cannot be used tb request something that

hasn't.already been presented to the child, it is somewhat less functional
than, a choice response. Nevertheless, for the severely impaired child, it

48
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. a

is an important first step in 14rning that communication behaviors can be
used to control the environment. That is, the child can learn.that some-
thing he does can control the behavior of another person which results in

s
the child's obtaining more of something pleasurable. .

Requesting Through Speech or Sign. A few severely handicapped children
will be able to use symbolic responses such'&s 'speech or manual sign, to
make requests. The advantage of such a response is that it can easily be
used to request something that is not'immediately'present (can't be seen).
For example, a child can request juice which is in the refrigerator and .

not visible.

As mentioned earlier, however, speech and manual sign are often,sir
inappropriate responses for initial communication training, for the simple
reason that the responses cannot be trained quickly. The REQUESTING THROUGH
SPEECH AND SIGN objective is an appropriate place to begin communication
training only if the child demonstrates exceptional ability to use speech
or sign, and the child already communicates wants and needs insome way.

NOTE: If teachers, or parents, are invested in teaching children speech or
manual sign, it is recommended that speech pathologists be,employed to
teach the childcimportant "facilitator" skills such as vocal or gestUlal
imitation. In most cases these skills can be trained concurrently with
CCC Program objectives without interfering with them.

Figure 7 summarizes ancompares the-major features of the REQUEST
TRAINING objectives. Those features are:

1. Response. As discussed in the preceding section, the response
capability of the childis a major factor in selecting the appropriate
request training objective. -

4

2. Reinforcers. As stressed throughout this penual, at leas one high-
preference reinforcer must be identified before a child can begin any
request training objective. For those children who have few identified
reinforcers, the identification and Nevelopment of high-preference
reinforders continues to be an'important objective throughout
communication training. As the figure helbw suggests, the training
objectives differ slightly with regard to the number of reinforcers
which are recommended as prerequisite to beginning a particular
objective. The REQUESTING MORE objective can be trained even if only
one high-preference reinforcer has been identified. REQUESTING THROUGH
CHOICE'and REQUESTING THROUGH COMMUNICATION BOARDS, on the other hand,
eventually require at least two high-preference items or activities
for completion of the training objective, (However, as Can be seen
from the procedures presented in the next section,"students may begin
REQUESTING THROUGH CHOICE and REQUESTING THROUGH COMMUNICAfION BOARD
with only one identified reinforcer). Finally, it is generally
recommended that students who begin in REQUESTING'THROUGH SPEECH QR
SIGN)have several' identified reinforcers.

3. Stimulus conditions. Figure 7also indicates that there are differences
in the stimulus.cohditions under which the objectives are trained. In

training the child to request "more", access to the high-preference item

zia
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REQUEST TRAINING
,

OBJECTIVE
RESPONSE

.)-'

NUMBER OP HIGH-PREFERENCE
ITEMS REQUIRED

STIMULUS CONDITIONS

..

A

REQUESTING MORE" Any voluntary signal

4 .

.

.

.

A minimum of one
,.

*

.

High-preference reinforcer already
presented. Child signals lo request
"more" of item or activity(

e

REQUESTING THROUGH
CHOICE

,

.

-

.

.

Response capable of
making a discrete
selection from a
minimum of two items.
e.g., pointing,

reaching,
directed eye gaze

A-minimum of two to .
complete objective

.

,..

.

Bigh-preference reinforcer(s) nisi
blit'not already presented. Child
chooses desired 'item.

.

. .

.

. 0

REQUESTING THROUGH
COMMUNICATION BOARD

Same as REQUESTING THROUGH
CHOICE, 2119/ Lability to
recognize, and discriminate

pictures.' n

Same as REQUESTING
THROUGH CHOICE .

PictI/Ares of high-preference reinforces
visible.

.

,

-
.

REQUESTING TgROUGH
.

.

SpOen or manually.-,. Preferably several
I.

High-preference reinforcers available
best,H.OR SIGN

.',"

.:.issilhed labels

044....,1
1

t

.1-4

t not in 'sight:
, .

. I
..,

0

Figure .7:

Summaiy of Request.(Trafnin
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or activity is alreadf provided intially, and the child need only
signal for a continu tion or re-presentation of the reinfo?egri.
In REQUESTING THRO1iGH CHOICE, the high-preference reinforcers
are visible to the child but not within reach. Eventually two
such items are made available. The child is trained to make a
selection response which provides access to the desired item. The

procedures for REQUESTING THROUGH COMMUNICATION BOARD are similar
to those for CHOICE, except pictures are paired with thw-high-
preference items and the items' themselves are eventually removed
frcm sight. REQUESTING THROUGH SPEECH AND SIGN eventually requives
that the child request the desired object in the absence of any.)
external representation of that object;

z.

,

,
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Guidelines for Selectilig T sining Objectives

It List,potential_responses based on /information obtained from Caregiver
Interview, Teacher Questionnaire, and direct observation of the child.
(see'sample data sheet in Figure 8), and select the best response
based on the guidelines discussed under Response Selection.

9

RESPONSE AND REINFORCER StRtiARY SHUT

Student 6

Situation
I Coneuni eat Iva

lei °forcers Reeponae_i_
Potential Camatadeative

Responses

0655,446
AM
4

A14.11444,4,W
s4.4/ur

4;7000
eliadaNttel

61/O/Jo44n
AAAFrinoi

747x4.1446.

rale ot,
5614toe A AA*0-71oeil

. .
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Figure 8:

Sample Response
and Reinforcer
Summary Shget
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2. Decision Rules for selecting Initial Objective:

a. If the response selected is a symbolic response such as a spoken or
signed label, training should begin in the REQUESTING THROUGH SPEECH
OR SIGN OBJECTIVE.

b. If the response selected is one the child can use to choose one
item from aarray of 2 or more items, training should begin in the.
REQUESTING THROUGH CHOICE objective. These response include such
behaviors as directed eye gaze (e.g., looking at an object for at
least 2 seconds), reaching; pointing, head turning to the right and
left side, etc.

- _

.c. Once a child,is abletto make,a choice from among two or more high-.
,preferenceitems, and has completed the REQUESTING THROUGH CHOICE
objective,, the teacher may choose to begin communication board
training by proceeding to the REQUESTING THROUGH COMMUNICATION
BOARD objective, working primarily on generalization of the choice
response.. A few children may demonstrate potential for learning
speech or manual sign and can proceed to the REQUESTING THROUGH
SPEECH OR SIGN OBJECTIVE.

d. If the response or responses the child can produce voluntarily are
not ones.which can be used to make a choice as in b above, the
appropriate objective in which to begin training is-REQUESTING
MORE. These responses include such simple behaviors as a distinct
movement of anyrpart of the body (e.g., head lift, movement of arm
or leg"changing position of-torso) vocalizations (e.g., "ah",
grunting, tongue click), eye contact, and so-on. Below are examples
which demonstrate selection of the 'SETropriate request training

_ objective. The same children were discussed earlier under "Response
Selection". ,

Igh
Case Study #1 Jonathon

.

Jonathon is a profoundly retarded, severely
handicapped child., He has spastic quadriplegia
and has no control over his limbs. He has
questionable hearing and vision. His presenting
behaviors at the beginning of training consisted
of random vocalizations, reflexive arm movements,
occasional visual search eye movements, and head
turning to avoid certain foods, and occasionally
to localize to sound. His only high-preference
activity is being bouredon the physical therapy
ball.

Por-reasons discussed in the previous section,
(see page 32) the resPonse 'chosen for communication
training in this case was head turning. The
appropriate request training objective is
REQUESTING MORE, for the fallowing reasons:*
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While Jonathon does turn his'head to
avoidcertain foods, the turn is always to
the left. He ik not, at this t: able to
t

zet
urn his head to the right. Sine he he turn

is only in one direction, it can be used
as a choice response. Eventually, perhape t,
after facilitator training provided bylillpii-

ccup'ational Therapist or Physical Theinpist,
`-the response may be developed -into a `more

discrete response Of turning the head to /
the right for .one item, and to the left
for another.

For the time being, it should be possible
to train Jonathon to turn his head to reguet
more bouncing on the physical therapy ball by
using the procedures, suggested in the
REQUESTING MORE objective;

Case Study #2 Joey
ft%

Joey is a profoundly retarded ambulatory-
child, who appears to have normal hearing and
vision. He uses some speech sounds; however,
these are not under imitative control. Other
potential responses included eye gaze, head
movements,, and reaching. The only communicative
behaviors the child uses are occasional
vocalizations.

Pointing is selected as the best response-
to begin training, for reasons discussed.
earlier. BecdAme pointing is a good choice
response, the first training'objective will
be. REQUESTING THROUGH CHOICE. Joey
particularly enjoys mealtimes and snacks
and-likes a wide'varietydref foods. The
procedures suggested in REQUESTING THROUGH
CHOICE should guickienable Joey to
communicate genuine choices. regarding

, preferred foods.

Case Study #3 Kathleen

Kathleen is a-child who has been in
language training for several,yeara. She
has good ability to imitate Manual signs.

54
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.7 However, she never uses signs, communicatively.
While she .is not profoundly retarded, there

are few things she enjoys or wants from the
environment, and thus appears very dull. The

only thing shy really enjoys is being pushed

in the playground swing.

A symbolic response, the sign for "swing"
is'seiected as the best response. Thus the
procedures described in the REQUESTING THROUGH

, SPEECH AND SIGN can be used to teach Kathleen
to request her'favorite activity. The goal

of this objective will be to enable Kathleen
request "swing° even when the swing is not

in sight,'

It should be noted that these guidelines are fleScible, and no child

need ever be locked intb one objective. Many teachers have Bound that

peme children may use one,type.of, request for one reinforcer and a different
different type for another,reinforcer.

'Example

'!o

Allen has had many years of language
trainirtg, ,but,has no functional communication

skills at the beginnihg of training loith%the
CCC Program. he has, however, learned one

sign: the sign for "cookie". Fortunately;

he happens to like cookies. He also has the
ability toi reach and can'approximate a
pointing response. One, of his favorite

activities (in addition to'eating) is being
pulled in a small wagon.. It was observed
through Identification of Wants and Needs,
that occasionally when the teacher stopped
pulling him in the wagon, *e moved his
head Up and down, 4if to say."Let's go".'

It was decided by the teacher that
several communication training objectives
were appropriate for Allen:

REQUESTING MORE. First, the head shaking
respo nse was trained as a "more'f response to

request more wagon pUlling, .ize., whenever the
teacher' stopped pulling him,-he would shake
his head up and down, and the Teacher would
start pulling again.

4
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REQUESTING .THROUGH CHOICE. Sedond_his
reaching response was shaped'into a pointing
response which he used to request various
foods at snaOk'or meal tunes. Eventually
pictures of these foods were placed on a
communication board by rising the procedures
described in REQUESTING THROUGH COMMUNICATION
BOARD.

REQUESTINZROUGH SIGN. Finally, he
was encouraged to use the sign that he had
learned to request "cookie" whenever that''
happened to be the food'item he wanted.

a

4
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TRAININGTHE RESPONSE

There is a general teaching strategy which is used, with some
adaptations, with each of the communication objectives in this curriculum.
(see Figure 9). The procedure is designed ill. an effort to reduce the

number Of teacher controlled cues necessary ''t,0 produce an appropriate

communication response from the child. Thus, a key fea'ure of the procedure
is,a substantial pause'at the beginning of each training interaction in
which the' child:has ample opportunity.to use the communicative behavior
without verbal prompts such as "Tell me what you want", or "Say juice":
If the child does not respond within'the pause period, the procedure then
prov.ides a series'of cues and prompt;; which are rank-ordered according to
the degree of independent responding required from the. child, i.e., thy
represent progressively greater teacher control in obtaining the response
from the child the teaching strategy can be summarized as follows:

1.. SET UP THE, COMMUNICATIVE SITUATION.

Set up a situation in which the high - preference item to be
requested lb available. (For example, place child at snack
table with juice, and cookies nearby, or take child to play areas
near record player, etc.).

s

2. LOOK EXPECTANTLY ATCHILD, AND PAUSE AND WAIT.

Attend to.the chii.d'intently as-though you expect him to request
4, _something, and wait' approximately 20 seconds, giving the child

ample time to make a response wit4houta,cue.or prompt from the
teacher.

a. If the child does not respond, qo to #3 below.
b. rf'N..the child attempts to respond, but does so incorrectly,

sh4e the correct response and comply. with the request.
c. If the-child responds correctly, comply with the request.

3. PROVIDE VERBAL CUE.

Say to the child "What do you want?", or "Do you wantsome juice?",
or "Tell me you want some juice", or some other verbal cue.

110. If the child does not respond, or responds incorrectly, go to
#4 below.

b. If the child responds correctly, comply with the request, as
in lb.

4. PROMPT AND SHAPE.,

Prompt and shape the correct response, 'using good fading techniques
to eliminate the.child's dependence upon this level of prompting aS-
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quickly as-possible (See Appendix F, "Response Development and

Data Collection").

5. COMPLY (REINFORCE).

In the 1,nitial stages of response training it is important that
the child always eventually receive the item or activity being
requested, even when the correct response,muSt be physically

prompted. In later stages of training this may not always be the
case (See "Procedures" sections under each objective).

The procedure described above should be repeated several times in
each training episode.

S

1
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OBJECTIVES and PROCEDURES
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REQUESTING MORE

GOAL: Within 20 - 30 seconds of the teacher's
termination of a pleasurable activity, the
child will produce a response to signal
the desire for more of that activity.

RATIONALE: The low functioning child with severe
response limitations should have some
means ofliaking his wants known, and
should be able to learn that a response
which he produces is capable of having
some communicative effecton his care -i-
givers. A very si le Way to accomplish'
this is by providi g the child with a
'signal which he can use to signal that
he wants "more" of'something. Once the
teacheilhas presented an item or
activity initially, virtually any
response can be used as a signal for
mere! , _... "

Description

For the child who is very severely impaired, the most easily taught
requesting behavior will often be the Request for More. In this objeCtive
'a high-preference item or activity is presented briefly, then terminated. 6.

The item or activity .is presented again only when the child makes a
respQnse to indicate that he wants "more".

ANY RESPONSE, NO MATTER HOW SIMPLE CAN
BE USED TO SIGNAL THE REQUEST FOR MORE,
INCLUDING HEAD TURNS, EYE BLINKS,\ BODY
MOVEMENTS, VOCALIZATIONS, ETC.
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Procedures

A. +Select the specific response to be used to indicate "moe".

Using data obtained from the Caregiver Interview, and Identification
of Wants and Needs, select the response to.Ie trained. The following
considerations are Important.

1. Whenever possible, he child should already be able to make the
responSe with minimal prompting.

For example, ,pointing, might be selected as a response for a child,

who already occasionally points, and will imitatea pointing model
from the trainer. On the other hand, pointing would not be a good
response, selection for a seVereTirspastic child who has limited
,control of his limbs.

2. The response must be discrete.

An observer must be able to tell when and whether the response has
occurred; it must be clear when the response has be§.un and when it e
has 'ended. For example, a head turn, which is so'slight that it is

'- barely identifiable in,a child who has very limited mobility, or
-hand movements in a chilc who,is constantly. engaged in self-stimu=
,latory fnger.play, would not_make good responSds to be used to
indicate "more". 0 course some students are so phybically impaired
that there is little choice in the selectibn of a response. In

these cases, the teacher must begin with any response the child Ian
make and build upon that response.

6

NOTE: Response distinctiveness may be increased by careful response
definition. For example, a time limit may be imposed. i.e., the
response must occur within a given number of seconds. Or,.a response
chain may be required such as eye contact With'the trainer followed
by a vocalization.

B. Select the high-preference item or activity the child will request
"more" of. gir

e.g., drifiking juice.

C. Select the situation, in which tditrain the response.

e.g., snack time.

D. Training Steps.

1. Present the high-preference item or activity briefly.

1

e.g., give child smalliip o

62
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2.. Terminate the presentation of the item or activity.

e.g., withhold juice.

3. Look expectantly at child and pause and wait 20 - 30 seconds.

a. If the child makes the response selected to indicate "mbre",
present the item or activity again. (Reinforce and comply

"16 as described in 4 below).

e.g., If child lifts his head within
20 -.30 seconds, child receives
another sip of juice.

b. If the child does nod respond, or responds incorrectly, prompt
the correct response.

e.g., Physically lift the child's head.

4., 'Reinforce and comply by saying "Oh, you-want more
providing more of the desired item or activity.

!", and

e.g., Teacher says "oh, you wants more
juice", and gives child another

,

sip orjuice.*

5. Repeat steps 1 through 5 above.

NOTE: Once the response has been trained, if the child
makes no response, terminate the session. This-may be a
brief delay of access to the high-preference activity,, or
access may be withheld until another training session later
in thedax:_ If the child continues to make no response it
may benecespary.to do ona of the fol .6ing:

a. Evaluate the prompting procedure o insure prompts are being
properly faded (See Appendix F).

b. Select another response.

c. Select another high-preference item or activity.

Criterion

If the child 'correctly produces the response for "more" on approximately
80% of training trials for 3 out of 5'days, proceed:to Generalization

= Training below.
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Generalisation

p

I.

Once the child consistently uses the response to request "more"'in
the structured training rsetting, the response should be generalized in
the following ways.

A. Generalize the response to other high-preference items and activities.

e.g., The student has reached criterion.
on a more response (saying "ah"
for more music during a free play
period) and the teacher begins
using the same response for juice

1. at snack time.

B. Generalize the response to other trainers.

e.g., The student istrained to use a
heacLturn for more music'when
working with occupational therapist.

NOTE: Generalization is likely to be facilitated during training
if different teachers are employed.

C. Generalize the response to other settings.

Head turning to the right is the "more" response for juice during
snack time in the clgssroom. The same response and reinforcer may
be used in the lunch room or at home.

A

k
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GOAL: When presented with an array of two or more
items, the child can makeI selection response
indipating his preference for a particular
ited. The response will be a non-symbolic
response such as pointing or directed eye
gaze.

RATIONALE: .Most4severely multiply handicapped children

t

tbile unable to learn to make a symbolic request.

dice selection response will enable them
express wants and needs when the desired

item isiwvisible and within the child's
-proximity. In addition, for,the child who

- 'is not a candidate for speech or sign, a
choice response such as poih4ng provides
an important transition step to communication
board use.

4

Description

4

This section trains the child to make a choice response using such
behaviors as pointing or difected'eye gaze». Th9goal of this objective is
that the child use' such. a response to indidate his wants by selecting one
particular item from among two or More items in a choice array.' The ideal
behavior to train as a choice response is a pointing response. If the
child is unable to make a pointing response, other responses can be used.
These are often responses which are somewhat less distinct, such as directed
eye gaze or head turning.

There are several steps, to the choice training objective, each
r presenting4ifferent stimulus conditions under which the-choice response
i taught. Each of these steps and suggested procedures is presented below.
Fig e 10 summarizes these steps.

a
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Figure 10
.

Suggested Steps of REQUESTING THROUGH CHOICE Objective

*.

40,

STEP

1

3

4.

STIMULUS CONDITION

One high-preferenpe item'in
a fixed position

One item in any position

Two items, one high-
preference, one low-
preferepce-

Two or more lyigh-preference
items

RESPONSE

Child must make the selected
choice response to obtain
high-preference item (similar
to "Requesting More" procedure
after first tritt).

1'
Child must seaJh for the
item visually (unless blind)
then make choice response.

ChLW-musit-discriminate
between reinforcing and
disliked items.

Child makes genuine choice
response by selqcting from
among two or more reihforcing
items.

66
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As discussed earlier under Response Selection, the response -to be
trained to make a choice must be one which can be taught quickly and
easily. If a child is not progressing well through this, objective, in
most cases the trainer can assume one of the following reasons:

A.. The response selected is too difficult, for the child, and
sivier response should be selected for initial training. More
difficult responses can be learned later,.,after the child has
learned the basic communicative function of requesting wants.

<

OR

B. The high-preference item that the child is learning to request is
no-longer a strong reinforcer for the child. The.succeA of this
entire curriculum rests upon the identification of truly "high-
preference" items and activities. Thus, it may be necessary'to
return to the first component of the curriculum, "Identification
of Wants and Needs".

I.

Procedures
V

A. Select the item (or items) to be requested, depending upon the
training step (see be

NOTE: In those
been identified
reinforcer in e

'also facilitate
preference.rein

child must have

e.g.3 Dessert

case ere several high-preference reinforcers have
for a ch d, the teacher need not use the same
ery training session. Using a variety of high-
orcers will not onl help avoid satiation, but
stimulus generalizat on. It should be noted that a
at least two identifi d high-preference feinforcers

-.in order to progress beyond step 3 of the Choice Training procedures
to step 4 wh;ch is choosing from two or more high- preference items.'

;.
B. Select the choice response to be trained.

e.g., pointing

C. Select the situation in which to train the response initially:.

e.g., lunch time
00
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D Training Steps.

1. One Item, Fixed Position

L

The child is trained to point to (or look at, reach for, etc.) one
high- preference item, when that item is placed directly in front of
him. This procedure establishes the choice response, prior to
actually,requiring the child to choose from among two or more items.

a. Place the desired item just out of the child's reach, but
within sight.

e.g., Place dessert'across table from child

r--

b. 'Look expectantly at the child, an wait for 20 - 30 seconds.

1) If the child correctly makes the choice i.esponse being
trained59(e.g., pointing onlooking at item), reinforce and
comply with.request.

e.g., Child points toward dessert.
Trainer says "Oh, you want dessert
now". Trainer-gives child bite of
food. 1

2) If tie child responds incorrec ly, shape the correct response
and reinforce and comply above.

e.g., Child grabs for dessert_ Trainer
physically puts child through
correct pointing response, then
gives child bite of dessert.

3) If the child makes no response, use a verbal cue such as
"What de yoU want ? ", or,"Do you want the ?s,

e.g., The child .4Cres\ not make a response.

Trainer say8 "Do you want Some dessert?"

a) If the child,Still does not respond, or responds incorrectly,:
prompt and shape the response. 4

e.g., Physically put child through pointing
response.

b) Reinforce and comply with child's requ s

e.g., Give child bite of- dessert.

NOTE: In later sessions, once the child has learned the choice response,
it is no longer pecessary to end each trial with positive reinforcement.
At some point th child' must learn that if he does not make the request
response, he does not get the high-preference item or activity. This is
important because the ultimate goal of this curriculum Is not simply
training a paticular behavior, but making that behavior functionaldand
under thechwld's own control. This implies that the child must, alto
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have the option of notswanting the high-preference item on some,
odcasions. if the teacher always eventually prompts the, correct

response,and provides the high-preference item, then'the child
has little control over the communicative situation).

2. One item, Any Positiop

oThe'ctild is trained to point to (lookat, reach for, etc.) one
..-'1ii.gh-preference item, when that item is placed in any position,

i.e., to the right,, left,, or midline. Thls procedure insures
that the child can not only make the response, but that he is
actually directing that response toward the desired item.

The procedures for Step 2 are the same as for Step 1, except
, that the position of the item is changed on each trial. Thus,
the child is required to search out the item and direct the.'

4 choice response toward,it, whatever its position.

3. Discriminating High- and Low-Preference Items

This step attempts to insure that the child can actually make a
choice, i.e., that the child chooses one particular item in

4: 0 preference to another. Thus, the trainer selects oie "low-
preference" item to be paired with the high-preference item. A
low-preference it6m is something the child dislikes. For example,
if a Child hates having his face washed, the trainer could'select

L.ja washcloth as the low-preference item. If the, child ch6oses
(e.g., points to) the, washcloth, he receives the natural consequence
of that Choice,.which is having his face washed. If the high-
preference item used in the procedure is, in fact, a strong
reinf6tcer, eventually the child should be discriminating the two
choic options, and intentionally selecting the desired item.

a. Select one low-preference (disliked) item and one high-
preference item to be used as the Choice options. Place both

A items within the child's visual field, one to the right,6f
midline, and the other to the left of midline,

f b. Training steps are similar to Steps 1 and 2 except that two
choice options are now presented to thd child rather than one.

e.g., The child is presented with a
washcloth and a piece of cake.

1) If the child selects the high- preference item, he receives
the ,high-preference item as always.

e.g. The child points to the cake and
is given a bite of cake.

2) If the child selects th1e lot-preference item, he receives
that item.

69

e.g., The child points to the washcloth
and gets his face washed.
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3) If the child makes an incorrect choice response if

the topographS, orthe response is wrong, not if he,dhooses
the wrong thing) prompt and shape the response as described,
in earlier phases. In most cases relatively little shaping
and prompting of the response should be necessary, since
completionlpf Steps 1 and 2 of choice trainihg should
insure that the response itself (though perhaps not the
function of the responses) has already been learned.

NOTE:- If the child frequently selects the low-preference item,
but continues to demonstrate that he does not, in fact, want ,

that item, then it can be concluded that the child is not
actually discriminating and selecting a desired item. It may
be necessary to adjust the procedures in some way to make the

choice items more salient, (e.g., move objects closer, use
larger or brighter objects, etc.).

4. Choosing'From Two or More High-Preference Items

Once the child has demonstrated in Step 3 that he can identify and
select the high-preference item, two or more high - preference items
can be presented to the child. The presentation of two or more
high-preferince items, e.g., juice and chocolate milk at lunch
time sets,up a genuine communicative situation. The child r
communicates information, i.e., his' preference, to the teacher,
and thereby controls\an aspect of his environment, i.e., the teacher
complies and provides the Aesire'd item or activity. -

Procedures are the same as for gtep,3, except that the choice
options presented to the child are all high-preference items. Two
or more items may be presented, depending upon the child's abilities
and the number of high-preference items identified for the child.

e.g., The child is presented with three
dessert, choices: pie, ice cream,
and ding.

Criterion

A criterion must be met at the end of each training step. Generally
a criterion of approximately 80% correct on 3 out of 5 days (or sessions)
is adequate.

Once the child is able to make a choice from among 2 or more high-.
preference items, training may proceed to any or all of the following:

A. Generalize the choice response as discussed below under GENERALIZATION
TRAINING.

0 .

'
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B. Train the child to choose between pictures of desired objects by..
proceeding to REQUESTING THROUGH PICTURE COMMUNICATION BOARD.

C. Train the child to signal to initiate, communication via the INITIATION
TRAINING objective.

Generalisation

Once the child has learned to choose from two or more high-preference
items in the structured training setting, the response must be generalized
as follows:

A. Generalize the response to other settings.

e.g., A pointing response trained in
the classroom at snack time can
be extended,to mealtirdes both at
school and'at home.

B. Generalize the response to other trainers.

e.g., Use different classroom staff, and
.. involve parents in training.

C. Generalize the choice 'response to othek reinforcers. .

:\

If the teacher has-been using the same high-preference items'throughout
trairCngyhe choice response can be generalized to other _ reinforcers
by sim ly,varying 4the high-preference items used in regular training
setting.\

ne

e.g., Rather than having the child choose
between juice and capkies 'each day,
cheese -and chocolate milk could,
be ,added or substituted in the
choice array.

5.4
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The sample data she6t in Figure 11 demonstrates generalization of a

choice response.

Student

GENERALIZATION PLANNING SHEET

/// /X

Orient! TralnIng

----Response (include prcopts used): /2A/75A/4

,4 ( goi.oS/LAL /40M/074)'

72) nn,c-r

Reinforcer ZOGb. Coo,e4

Trainer TC;1,4/ ( PAloA-essyDA.A.4)

-$3c51.1.

p:opc4,4

Situation Person Setting (Place) Reinforcer

1.
10/94/ ,f4,47701e . , *et, coo.e)e

2 4µT /me -
Ywicq COS'4,6

.-
3. Aida (lAtude.) //kotArime Ze*, cope/e,

4, levw 5p.fee /WAX., CN/AS

5 /9.4/4e Ssmex "kr, aN)OS

6. /forge /014Armi mbek, cmPs

,./r

I, O

V

Figure 11:
Sample
Generalization
Planning Sheet
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MI:TESTING THROUGH PICTURE Y.
J

COMMUNICATION BOARD

Communication boards are frequently the most preferred initial mode of
communication for severely multiply handicapped students who are nonvocal.
First, they require only simple motor Skills. Additionally, the "symbols"
on the board can be very-concrete which requires lower cognitive skills
than either signing or speech. However, boards are a very artificial system
of communication. As such, this mode presents unique assessment and training
.considerations. This obj'ective provides training guidelines for beginning
a communication board.

The training for this Objective consists of two Phases. The first
phase concurrently teaches the prerequisite skills of pointing to pictures
'and of objec4 /picture matching. The second phase teaches the actual use
of the board.

Not all students in this objective will need to receive training in
both phases. Some who exhibit good visual scanning and pointing skills may
begin in 'P,hase II. There may be some students ho have already acquired
some use of a communication board. For these children the training emphasis
should be on making the board functional-(Phase II) and Facilitating
Spontanebus Use (see TRAINING THE CHILD TO INITIATE COMMUNICATION and
ENVIRONMENTAL MANIPULATIONS TO FACILITATE SPONTANEOUS USE).

Only students for whom a board is the.appropriate communication mode
should receive training in this Objective.' The decision to use this mode
should be made following procedures like those in Appendix E.

NOTE: The procedures in this objective are written for children exhibiting
fairly good hand pointing skills. Whenever possible suggestions are provided
for adaptations fOr the severely physically handicapped.

73
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COMMUNICATION BOARD, PRASE I
Choosing Pictures (Aldred with Objects) .

GOAL: The child will request an object within
view by pointing to a picture of that
object.

RATIONALE: The purpose of teaching a child to
point to a picture rather than the
actual object is that it increases the
functionality of the response. It will
no longer be necessary that the desired
item actually be visible. The child
can communicate a desire for something
not present by pointing to a'picture
representing the item or activity. The

. communicative response is more under
the child's own control; the child can
request the desired item whenever he
wants it'if he does not have to depend
on the actual physical presence of the
item itself.

The pictures are not attached to a
7. board in this Phase for two reasons.

Some students will not visually scan
two or more pictures without being
taught to do so. Scanning is a
necessary skill for 'discriminating
multiple pictures on a communication
board. Secondly, some students will
need specific shaping of their pointing
response in order to generalize from
pointing to objects to pointing to
pictures.

Description
.%

Phase I is a transition.step which facilitates the beginning of
communication.boara development: ProcedUres are similar to those used in
the previous Objective to prompt and shape'pointing to objects.

*mieWit*

0

a
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Example .

Jason had been trainena use directed eye gaze
at snack time to request juice and chips. To begin
training the Requesting Through Picture CommUnicatiOn
Board objective, pictures of these two foods were
drat'on on 5" i g" cards. Initially, the pictures
were placed in front of the actual objects, one on
the left side of the table,and one on the right.
Jason was trained to Zook at the picture to obtain
the desired food.

Once Jason met Criterion using the loose
pictures, he began Phase II. The size of the
pictures was reduced to approximately 3" x 5", and
they were placed on an Z8" x 24" board, one in the
lower Zeft corner, and the other in the upper right
corner. The objects themselves were then removed
from viey. Once Jason's use of eye gaze was
reliable' within this smaller field, a third
picture, crackers, was added to the board.

Procedures

s.;

A. Before beginning trainipg, determine through observations, probing,
and pareptal interviews that this student is indeed a candidate for a
communication board. Procedures for mode selection are outlin in
Appendix E, "Selecting a Primary Communication Mode".

B. Select one desired item or activity to be requ'ested and the situation
in which to train. AlsO selectone low-preference item or activity to *4m

be used in Training Step 3.

e.g., Cake at lunch time as high-
,

preference, washcloth as Zow.

C. Considering the 'student's Insual, cognitive, and motor skills, select
and prepare the most appropriate picture of the item(s). Appendix D,
"Communication Boards" presents procedures to assist you in this process
(see "Vocabulary Display", section of Appendix D).

e.g., Black outline drawing on a-white
3"x 5" card.

411
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D. Training Steps.

1. One picture, fixed position.

a. Place the desired item just out of the child's reach, but
within sight.

e.g., Place dessert across table from
child.

- b. Plade the picture within the student's reach. Plebe the picture
in the same position for each trial. For a correct response,
the picture must be somewhat removed from the object.

c. Look expectantly at the child, and wait for.20-30 seconds.

d. If the child points to or touches the picture (physically
handicapped may simply look or stare at the picture), reinforce
and comply with request.

e.g., Child touches picture. Trainer
says "Oh, you want cake now".

Trainer gives child bite of cake.

e. If the child responds incorrectly shape the correct response
and reinforce and comply as above. One common shaping procedure
for this step is to place the object on the picture in early
training, then gradually moving the item and picture alIk'rt.

f. If the child makes no response, use a verbal cue such as "What
do you .want ? ", or "Do you want the ?"

e.g., The child does not mak a response.
Trainer says "Do you want some
dessert?" '

g. If the child still does not respond, or responds incorrectly,
prompt and shape the response.

e.g.4 Physically put child through
pointing response.

h. Reinforce and comply with child's request.

t

e.g.., Give child bite of dessert./

.NOTE: In later sessions, once the child has learned the
pointing response, it is no longer necessary to end every
trial with positive reinforcement.

i. Train pointing to one picture in that same position to criterion
then progress to the second step.

2. One picture,,any position.

The pro dures for this second step are the same as for step one,
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I

except that the position of the picture is changed on each trial.
Suggested positions may vary, from far right, to far left, to midline.

The trainer may also want to vary how close the picture is placed
on a vertical plane. Thus, the child is required to search out the
picture and direct the chdice response toward it.

Train to criterion then begin the third step. Some students may be
able to progress to Phase II at this point. .

44 /Discriminating Pictures of High and Low-P2eference Items.

a; Training steps are similar to the first steps except that two
.

choice options and two pictures are now presented to,thg child'
rather than one. Select one low-preference (disliked) item
and one high-preference object. The'objects are placed out of
the students reach.. The pictures are placed within reach.
Pause and wait for the child's response.

e.g., Child is presented With d washcloth
and a piece of cake, and a picture
of each.

b. If the child selects the high-preference picture, he receives
the high-preference item as always.

e.g., The child points to the cake picture
and is given a bite of cake:

c. If the child selects the low-preference picture, he receives
that item.

e.g., The child points to the washcloth
picture and gets his face washed.

d. If the child makes an incorrect pointing response (i.e., if the
topography of the response is wrong, not if he' choOses the wrong ,

thing) prompt and shape the response as described in earlier
phases. In most cages relatively little shaping and prompting
of the response should be necessary, since completion of "Choice
Training" $hould insure that the response itself has already
been learned.

NOTE: If the child frequentrE, selects the low-preference item,
but continues to demonstrate that he does not, in fact, want
that item, then it can be concluded that the chile is not actually
discriminating,and selecting ,a desired item. It may be necessary
to adjust the procedures in Ape way to make the choiceitems
more salient.

e. Once the child is consistently pointing to the high-preference
picture over the low- preference picture, consistently (e.g.,
80% correct, 3 out of 5 days), proceed to Step 4, Choosidg from
Pictures of Two High-Preference Items.

4
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4. Choosing from Pictures of Tw High-Preference Items.

Procedures are the same as for the previous step except that the
choice/options and pictures presented are both high-preference
items.

e.g., The child is'presented with two
dessert pictures: pie and ice
cream.

Once the child is responding at criterion to these two pictures
progress to Phase II.

I

O
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COM MUNICATI ON BOARD, PH AS E IIPlacing Pictures on a Com munica tion Board
(Objeets Removed)

66

GOAL: The child will request an object which is
. not in sight by pointing to.a picture-card.

of that object attached to a communication
board.

RATIONALE: All too often communication boards function
as only "picture boards". That is, the
children learn to point to the pictures
when shown the objects, but they rarely
point to the pictrues tolominnnicate that
they "want" that object., Communication
board training must have as its primary
target the function or use of the symbols.

Description

This training represents a milestone for students. In this Phase, their
pointing and matching skills (taught in the earlier Phase) are refined, and
a "system" of communication is begun. The child is taught to request desired'
items as in earlier steps. However, instead of having picture cards placed'.
randomly on the table, the child points to (or otherwise indicates) cards
attached to an actual board. In addition, by the completionof this phase,
the actual items are no longer visible to the child.

t

e.g., The child was taught in the last
step of Phase I to choose between
two pictures at dessert time. In
this Phase, after careful planning,
the pictures are reduced into
slightly smal r cards, and placed
in a predeterm'ned fixed order
onto a certain ype of communication
board. Now, d )117 dessert time,
the child is gi en the board and
may point to either card to choose
the one she wants to eat.

79
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Procedures

The communication board system initiated in this Step should eventually
become an integral part of the student's life. As such, it must be planned
and taught with careful consideration of several variables.

A. Complete the planning sheet "Communication Board System Selection" from
Appendix D, "Communication Boards", to determine the most appropriate
board for this student.

B. Construct the board. Follow procedures to insurq"board.portability which
are discussed in Appendix D.

C. Continue to ue.the situation used in earlier Phase as your training
setting.

e.g., lunch time.

D. Training Guidelines.

1. Initially, put only those symbols on the board which you kliow through
earlier training the child can use or those which will be used
current training. Many students will begin training with onlY'two
pictures on their board.

2. Expand the vocabulary by no more than one or o pictures each time
criterign is achieved on current items.

*N.
3. Initial size and placement of the symbols on'the board should have

been determined before training began. However, as training continues,
many students wilbe able to use successively smallewymbols, placed
gradually closer together on the board. Decreasing thKsize and
placement of the syMbols is usually best done during generalization
training. Depending on the student's skills it may be best to
,decrease size then placement distance, and not both at the same time.
New Symbols being-added to the board can usually be of the smaller
size and closer placement. "I If the student has difficulty6withthe
new symbo being small and/or close together, simply inciYease their
size or lacement for a.,few sessions.

4. The vocabulary display on the board should remain stable relative to
the other symbols on the board throughout training.

e.g., Although the symbols for "pie"
and "cake" were moved closer to-
gether on the board, they always
remained next to one another; "pie"
on the left, "cake" on the right.

A
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E. Training Steps.

1. Items paired with board symbols.

a. If thd board is not permanently attached to the student's
rNv

wheelchair, either give the board to the student or have
,get 'it.

b. Place tWo of the objects symbolized On the board within. the
student's viewl-hit out of reach.

c. Look xpectantly at the child and wait 20 - 30 seconds.

d. If the. c ildmakes the correct response, reinforce and comply
with request. The correctness of the respone does not hinge
on which object the child chooses, as either object maybe
"preferred ". Rather, a response, is correct if it meets the
definition of how the response is to be ,made.

e.g., Child stares at the symbol for
"ice cream" for .5 seconds then
looks up to the teacher. -Teacher
says "Good! You want ice cream
today?",'a0 lets the child have
a bite. If\the child had stared,
for less than 5 seconds or failed
to look up to the teacher, the
response would not have been
correct.

1'
If the child responds incorrectly, shape the corre response
and reinforce and comply as-abovel

e.g., The child (who has been trained
to use a hand pointing response)

points close to, but not on, the
symbol for cake. Trainer physically
puts child through correct poin ing
response, then gives the ch. bite
of cake...*

fIf the child makes no response, use a verbal cue such as "What.

do you want?", or "Do you want the ?"

.e.g., The child does -not make aresponse.
Trainer says "Do you want some
dessert ?"

g. If the child still does not respond, or responds incorrectly,
prompt and ahqe the response.

e.g., Physically put child through pointing
response.

I
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h. Reinforce ana comply with child's request.

Give child bite of dessert.

NOTE: As discussed earlier, once the student has learnedto
respond to the board as opposed to loose pictures, it is no
longer necessary to end each trial with positive reinfOrcement.
'In later training, the student must learn that by not asking,
or asking in an unintelligible way, the item Will not be

offered. The students also retain the right to not want any

of the items offered.

2. Using communication board with objects removed.

The procedures for this Step of training are exac the same as

in the first step except that the items are removed from view.
Some students will need some prompting before they,are able to
respond with the objects out of sight. For these students,-the

objedts may need to be briefly shown to them before'each trial.
This is a prompt, however. To achieve criterion, the student must .

respond without seeing the objects.

3. Adding additional pictures.

Following the Training Guelines presented earlier, and the
longrange-planning completed beforaining was begun, additional
pictures may be added to the board as needed using Step 1 and.2
training procedures. Remember, use only symbols representing
high-preference items or activities, and eventually, high need
items or activities. Space is at a premium on'boads'.. Do not

waste it on nonfunctional vocabulary. Each picture must be
generalized across settings and trainers before adding a new

_
picture to the board. %.

0

1.

Criterion

O

Criterion-is achieved on H'eaCitem when the child selects the picture-
symbol on t he board with the item out of sight, within the structured training
letting approximately 80%-of the time for 3,out of 5 days. When this occurs

the traille'r'sfilD'ufa prodeed to Gent eralization and Environmental Manipulation

Training. These -two-types of training are the priority follow-up to this

Objective for each picture taught. It is only through these latter
procedures that functional use of the board communication can, be assured.

NOTE Once the student has achieved functional use of the several,pictures
on the board in Phase II, the teacher may want to begin some facilitator r---
training to further develop the 'student's underftanding of the pictures.
See Appendix D, "Communication Boards", for Facilitator Program for Vocabulary
Expansion.

82
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Weneralfisation

If training was not conducted concurrent in the home, the child
should now be given a board to use at home.

' As with all other objectives of this curriculum, the training should
systeuTtically introduce varied itAns (chocolate cake, bundt cake, etc.),
trainers (paraprofessional, speech pathologist, etc.) and settings (snack,

%lunch) to insure the generalized function for the symbols.

A fina)l generalization.concern unique to baord users-must also be
addressed-. If at 'all possible the student must be taught to carry the board
with them at all times. If thisis.not possible because ofva physical
handicap,"the adults in the environment must commit themselves to this
task. Appendix D presents suggestions to help with this task.

I

O

NOTE: There will always be occasions when the child will need to communi-
cate and e board WiLll not or cannot be avilable. Additionally,-there
will be wNhts or needs'which the child may needto communicate that will
not yet be symbolized on the board. Because of these situations it is
strongly suggested that the students be taught to not only use their board
-but to point to objects ot people, etc., when'their board is not available.
r For some studehts this will mean maintaining a ArevioUgly taught response.
For others, it will 'peen teSchinga new response. Procedures for this
trainr. are discussed in the REQUESTING THROUGH CHOICE. Objetive:

1

'
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USING SPEECH OR SIGN

TO REQUEST WANTS AND NEEDS

.

GOAL: The child will request high-preference items
which are not in sight, using a signed or
spoken response.

RATIONALE: Some severely handicapped children may be
'able to use speech or manual signs for
certain raquests. For those children for
whom this is an appropriate response selection,
speech or sign has the advantage of immediately
enabling the child to request items or
activities which are not immediately present.

I

"Desfription

Ot,

In this objective the child will be trained to request high-preference
items when those items are not visible.

Procedures
o

A. Using AppendixE, "Selecting'a Primary Communication Mode", determine
whether speech or sign is an appropriate response mode.

B. Select the response to be used to make the request.

. ,

C. Select the response to be used tp make the request.

e.g. Playing, catch.

e.g..; The ,sign for "ball".

D. Select the 'situation in which the response is to be trained.

Free play time, following lunch.

84
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E. Train the response.

a. Setup the situation associated with the high-preference item
'or activity.

( 3. Remove, item from view. -

Move.to play area, get out toys,

including favorite-Mll.

2. Show high-preference item to child.

e.g., Teacher places baZZ behind
screen, or under table.

4. Look expectantly at child and wait 20 30 seconds.

a. If child requests item, reinforce and comply.

e.g., If child signs "baZZ", say "Oh.,

you want to play baZZ", and play'.
catch with child.

b. If child responds incorrectly, prompt the correct response and
reinforce and comply.

e.g., If the child sign all"
incorrectly, model ,co ect response.
Reinforce child's corrected response
by saying "Right, you signed
and then play catch with the child.

c. If the child makes po response, provide verbal cue as described .

below.
0.

5. Provide verbal cue, "What do you want?"

a. If the Child responds correctly, reinforce and comply.

b". If the child responds incorrectly, prompt and shape correct
response and immediately comply.

c. If-'the child makes ho,responsei

'1) prompt'and shape as described in 6 below, or

, 2) in later sessions, when the teachdr believes the child
knows the response, terminate access-to the high-preference

"-- activity. The:teacher may either terminate the'session
1..-12riefly (similar to a time-out procedure) or end the

session altogetler'Until a later time.

a.
.

%,, 0., -1
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G Prompt and shape. The correct respthse is prompted and/or, shaped
depending upon the child and the response. Atypical prompt might
be an imitative model (e.g., the teacher says "Do this", and
demonstrates the sign for ball), or various physical,"put-through's"
.(e.g., the teacher actually places the child's hands and .fingers it
the correct position for the sign "Ball ". After several training
sessions, simply bringing back,item bac, into sight briefly may
prompt the correct response.) Shapjing involves the gradual fading
and reduction of physical prompts and/orthe reinforcing of
successively closer approximations of thecorrect response. (See-
Appendix F).

7 Reinforce and comply. All correct,
result in,the child's obtaining the
Teachers should say "Oh, you want
item. In later sessions, aftei' the
teacher may choose not to comply if

or proximated respOnses should
high7prefecdnce item, or activity. .

and immediately, provide tie
response has.been trained, the . ,

the child makes no response.

-

Criterion
, -

When the.child correctly requests the item approximately 80% of the
time on 3 out of 5 days, Proceed to any or all of,the following generaliiation
,strategies. 0 -

Generalization

I

6
,

.

.
.

A. Generalize the response across settings and trainers, especially home .

environment.

.

e.g., Child requests. "ball" at home witht
,

brother.

B. Proceed to SPONTANEOUS USE component of curriculum.

C. Train child to request anothe'r reinforcer.

6

t N ,
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TRAINING,- THE CHILD
TO INITIATe'CONINEUNICATION

GOAL: The child will employ some acceptable means
of signalling the teacher's attention in
order-to engage in a communicative inter-.

action (i:e., making a request). For non-
ambulatory children, this sigial will
necessarily be an audible tine, such as a
vocalization, or use of a bell or buzzer.

. RATIONALE: A communication interaction between two
persons requires an initial establishment
of social contact between those two persons.
In other words, before the child can
communicate a request, it is necessary to
get the attention of the person to whom the
request is'to,be addressed. This is a
pragmatic function of communication which
becomes even more crucial for the child
who is severely handicapped and totally
dependent upon otherS to meet his or her
needs. Furthermore, the ability to
initiate a c mmunication interaction
fabilitates th spontaneous use of requesting
behaviors to h in the previous section.

,

er

'Desorigtion

k
. The ultimate goal of the ctC Program is the sporitaneous, functionaluse of communicationto request Wants and needs. In order for,this to occur,the child must not be dependent upon the teacher to initiate communication.

This section; TRAINING THE CHILD TO INITIATE COMMUNICATION., and the section
followip4, ENVIRONMENTAL MANIPULATIONS TO FACILITATE SPONTANEOUS USE, aredesigned to train the child that requesting behaviors which were learned inthe REQUEST TRAINING SECTION can be initiated and controlled-Sy the childhimself. .a ,

5Ito
0

s . This section provides those children who do not presently initiate
, co5Runication with means of.tignalling the teacher's or-parent's ,attentionidltlirder to communicate a request. In addition those children who initiatei inappropriate ways can be given more acceptable responses with whichiriitiatex communication. The ENVIRONMENTAL MANIPULATION procedure discussed

v4
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in the next section, simultaneously sets up the need to initiate and to
make a request. Thus, the ability to initiate a communicative interaction
is a prerequisite to the successful tme of that technique.

The procedure used in initiation training is, briefly, as follows:
The teacher sets up the communication situation as in REQUEST TRAINING.
Rather than beginning with the "Look expectantly" step of the teaching
strategy, the teacher does not look at the child. The child is trained
to use an audible signal to get the teacher to attend before the child
can make the request. Thus, in this objective the initiating response
is chained to the beginning of the child's requesting response. Gradually
the teacher moves further and further,away from the child, so that
eventually the chiip can initiate without the teacher's eye contact or
physical proseity. '

Example
.1°

Tommy was a seven-year-old boy with severe spastic
'quadriplegia. He h,c1 no use of his limbs, but was able
to use directional eye gaze, move 1s head, and
vocalize. Through THE HEQUESTING THROUGH CHOICE
o'bject5ive, Tommy was able to learn to use .directional
eye gaze to.request various. items by looking at large
picture p/-aced on a board. He was however, dependent
upon his 'teacher to set up the convmo situation.,

The e.acheshad observed that often when no one-
.was interacting with Tommy he would make a sort of
cooing sound. .since they suspected that Tommy was
occasionally using this sound to get attention anyway,
they decided to systeivatically train Tommy to use the
vocalization -to initiate conpuilication. At snack -

time, Tonmy'S board was placed nearby, and Tommy was
seated at the snack t Ze. The teacher did not atten
to Tommy Until he de a cooing sound. Using she
standard 'teachin procedure, the teacher -.then waits
20.- 30 seconds r Tommy to use his eye gaze to
,requeSt snack iter Eventually,, Tommy would

spontaneously initiate communication in order to
ommuniatelboard:obts.,

. I "

.Procedures

A. Select the response to be us4d to initiate communication. The response
must,be one which'can'be used to signal the teacher's attention when
the teacher is not attending t9 the child.. It mist be a respldnse which
is not irritating to others.

..

t.

e.g., Ringing'a bell.

89
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B., Select a situation 4n which o initially train the initiating
. response.

e.g., Free play time.

C. Training steps.

76

1. Set up the communicative situation as for request training. (See
page 41.) If the child's, request respo .mse requires the use of

pictures, or communication board, make sure these are nearby.

e.g., Place chijd in front of toy
Shelf.

2: Turn around, facing M./ay from the child. .

3. Wait 20 30 seconds for the child to respond.
P

'
a. If the child makes any response (in an attempt to gain the

teacher's attentiop, immediately attend to the child, shapirir
the correct response if necessary.

0

e.g., The child makes a slight sound;
the teache turns around and
places the e 'ld s hdnd on the
bell.

b. If theichild Aakes.no response within the 30 second period,
prompt the correct initiating'respon'ae.% This can be best
accomplished by using a second trainer,'since it is impossible
for the teacher to completely withhold her attention and prompt
the child at the same time.

The child makes no attempt to
signal the teacher's attention.
The teacher continues to face
away from the child. A second
trainer approaches the child
and prompts him to ring the .beZZ.

4. After the child prodliceS the initiating response, provide the
opportunity for the child toiptike a requet.

e.g., The teachePpresents a choice
array of a ba44 an4 a record.
(?he child has already been
trained to point to request ca toy

or activity' at free play time.

The initiating resp se of
ringing a beZZ is 715b simply added
on). ,

9 0
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5: Follow through with the request rocedure as trained previously.

e.g., Tha teacher waits 20 - 30 seconds.
The child makes"%o response, so
the teacher says. "What do you

want?". 'The child then,points to
the record player, ancith teacher
praises him and turns on his

Airfavorite

record.

6. Continue the'above procedure, gradually moving fu4er and further
away from.the child, until the child will consistently make. the
initiation response When the teacher is several feet away.

e: g., The teacher sets ulgathe free play

situation, then walks across the
room. The child rings his ben,
and the teacher crosses the room,
stands near the child, and looks
expectantly at him.

0 o

Criterion

If the 'child correctly initiates the request, in the training setting (e.g.,
free play on aPproximatelli .80% of the training trials for 3 out of 5 days,
proceed to Generalization Training below.

Generalization

Once the child can consistently initiate a request in the selected training
setting, the initiation response should be-generalized in the following mays:

A. Generalize the response to other high-preference items, and other
situations.

'e.g., The child must ring the bell

to initiate-a choice Of drink at
lunch time.

9i
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B. Genetlize the response to other, trainers.

78

e.g., The mother-is told not to
provide a snack choice at-home
until thechild ringsithe bell
to get her attention.

When the initiating response haS been generalized d the initial
training setting, proceed to ENVIRONMENTAL MANIPULATION TO FACILITATE
SPONTANEOUS USE.

1
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANIPULATIONS TO

FACILITATE SPONTANEOUS USE'''

GOAL: Given situations in, the natural environment
where it is appropriate and/or necessary
that the child communicate in order to fulfill
some want or need, the child will a) recognize
the need to communicate, b) initiate a communi-
cation interaction by signaling for attention,
and c) use a requesting behavior to ask for the
desired or,needed item.

RATIONALE: With the severely multiply handicapped child,
the teacher often has the task of creating the
need for the child to communicate. In many
cases the student has had a history of communi-
cation failure or has learned that most .of his
physical needs will be met non-contingently.
Evenostudents who have been required to requit
their wants and needs using the CCC,Program
objectives may remain largely noncommunicative
And dependent upon the request tvining
situations as a signal for ,pommunication.

Description

an this objective certain features, of the Child's daily environment
are changed in a way which creates a communicative need. As withall
previous training, this objective centers around the child's requesting
(reinforciig) items and activities. The pr9eedures in the next sectiondescribe such manipulations as prohibits access to a desired item,
delaying an expected and enjoyed activity, or rempving an item necessary
to the child's participation'in desired or required activities. Using ,the teaching procedure described throughout earlier objectives of this
manual, the child is' trained to a) recognize a communicative need whenever'it arises; b) initiate the commu4cative interaction, and c) request theneeded 'or desired item/activity.

V

I
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Procedures

The procedures for ENVIRONMENTAL MANIPULATIONS differ from procedure's
for INITIATION TRAINING and REQUEST TRAINING in that,:for.mcst(dhildren,
those responses were necessarily trained in highly structured setting, using
repeated trials. Environmental Manipulation."trials" however, occur singly
and intermittently. The-brief teaching sequence which .,accompanies the
Environmental MAnipulation is incorporated into the ongoing classroQ,activity.
The child' is not placed ina highly. structured or isolated training setting.
Rather, the teacher, now intervenes briefly and intermittently in the ongoing

-.events of the natural environment, thus facilitating the spontaneous use
throughout. the day of specific 'requesting and initiating behaviors trained
earlier. Specific procedures and training steps for ENVIRONMENTAL MANIPULATIONS
are discussed below: ,

o

A. Select a situation to be manipulated in order to create alcommunicative
need and develop the-ehild's 'recognition of that need. There are a
variety of ways in which the child's-environment can be manipulated.
The following describes some of those ways:

0

1. Delay an anticipated and enjoyed activity.

.1In order for this manipulation to.be effective, there must be
,clear cues which "announce" or accompany the activity.\ For example,
going to the lunch room may. always be_precedded by lining up near

sthe door; snack'ti:

tMe
is always atcompanied by all'the class sitting. , .

around the snack ablev and so-on.

e.g., Johnny's daily classroom schedule
includes time outdoors at 3:00
each day. Just before 3:00 the

. 40children finish their snack, put
their coats on, and go outside for
15 minutes. Johnny especiall
enjoys and ooks forward-to.this

.1 _ activity. As an environmental .'
manipulation designed to facilitate
Johnny's spontaneous communication,

dr
.

. one day the,tedcher,changed the
gautine: snack at 3 :00 the
children were not taken outside.

The teacher.busied herself at her '

desk, and did not attend to Johnny,'
. ,. waiting for !him to recogyize the

change in routine and to initiate
: communicatiOn.

._ .

-.1 .

2 Prohibitccess to desired items or activities which other children
, have access to. i

il
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In this type of manipulation'an expectation of a routine
activity is not neCessaryoerThe communication' need is created'by
setting up an obviously "unfair" situation in which the child's
classmates are given a high-preference item or activity,, which is
withheld from the child-being trained, until he or she makes a
communicative response.

e.g., Sandy's favorite food was chocolate
ice cream. As part of a special

N's. snack in the classroom, aZZ the
'children were given chocolate ice-
cream. The teacher, wthoUt '

commenting,.!Torgets"vto give

0 . Sandy her,ice cream., She then sits
down to feed another child, waiting
for Sand to recognize the
communic tine need,andinitite
an inte ct7.:on.

,

3. Remove items which arc necessary to 'thd child's particivation in
certain activities.

:there are any items which, whil4not intrinsically reinforping
in themselve,s, are necessary.,;fte,accomplish a desired activity. (For
example, the ch d's splbn may not itself be a high-preference'iVem,
but removing it f om thtray of a child who loves to eat lunch
definitely creat, s a communiOativneed4

e.g., Kenny enjoys coloring as a free
time activity- He is seated at

and paper iq placed in
front of him, but the crayons are

, left on the shelf. The teacher
says,'"You can color now Kenny"
and walks to the other side of
the room. Shdlwaits (without
looking atthim) for. Kenny to

recognize the need to initiate
ip a re4ueet for-theotrayons'in order

to participate in the activity _of
-coloring.

B, Identify the targettea responses to be used to initiate (i.e., signal
for'.the teacher's attention) and communicate a request. In most-cases'
theSe Will behaviors which the child has learned in the previous
objectives, REQUEST TRAINING, and INITIATIONS:.

e.g.,-Johnny, mentioned above, will be
,required to say "ah" to get the
teacher's attention.- The Lacher
then will rovide accesS\to his
Communicat.on board, i,f 't;lis,not
already ne by, and he umn point

96
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2) If the child takes an incorrect response, the teacher
prompts the correct respOnse and compl4es with the
request-

e.g., Fred starts to hotZer and wave
his arms. The teacher modeZs
the pointing response, and Fred
'mitates. The teacher then
prouides the spoon.

3. If the,child makes no response at all, the teacher must
use his or her own judgment in deciding whether to prompt
the response, continue waiting fora response,,or eliminate
(for the tune being) the opportunity for access to the
desired item or activity. This will depend upoR how well
the child knows the request response, and how necessary'it

.

is that the child receive the missing item or activity:
For example, in most classrooms, a child's lurich cannot

, be withheld indefinitely. On the other hand, if a child
' had demonstrated on other occasions that he knows the

correct response, it might be appropriate to withhold a
cookie at snack time. As mentionedin earlier sections,
it is important for children to learn that if they do not
ask, the item or activity cannot be received., Also,
children must retain the right to not want something, even
though it is usually a high- preference item or activity.
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2) If the child takes an incorrect response, the teacher
prompts the correct respOnse and comp+s with the
request-

a

e.g., Fred Starts to holler and ;gave
his arms. The teacher models
the pointi.ng response, and Fred
'mitates. The teacher then
pro4des the spoon.

3. If the, child makes no response at all, the teacher must
use his or her own judgment in deciding whether to prompt
the response, continue waiting fora response,,or eliminate
(for the time being) the opportunity for access to the
desired item or activity. This will depend upopl how well
the child knows the request response, and how necessary'it
is that the child receive_the missing item or activity:
For example; in most classrooms, a child's lurich cannot
be withheld indefinitely. On the other hand, if a child
had demonstrated on other occasions that he knows the
correct response, it might be appropriate to withhold a
cookie at snack time. As mentionedin earlier sections,
it is important for children to learn that if they do eat
asK, the item or activity cannot be received., Also,
children must retain the right to not want something, even
though it is usually a high- preference item or activity.

IP I!. SH^

r incillatc Sporn one(., ,)

.de nt

existing Vituation (Describe anticipated aiiivitv and iri'lcal Cues).

DAY AF64 Auve.,4 9eHV ,7-5., r0 fiat our Orr H/5
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a.

Criterion
I.

b

ti

Because environmental manipulations are incorporated i o the daily
events of the classroom in a somewhat random way, it it dif icult to set
a specified number of trials or an acquisition criterion. A useful data
collection.procedure might.be to simply record,' over a g en time periods
(e.g., two weeks) .the percentage of environmental manip lationi which did,

-in fact, produce appropriate communicative behavior: he setting of a
"performance criterion", however; implies that the behavior. need no longer
be trained. While formal training of a Particular response may have,been
completed, teache'rs and parents must continue to facilitate, expect, and
encourage spontaneoUs use of communication throughout the day.

1

Generalization

FOY. children tatto utilize a choice response where the requesting

behavior is the same regardless of the item or activity being.requested
.

(e.g., pOinting or'eye gaze); a numiier of different communication situations
...can be created.

.

e.g., On a particular day, three of.
Fred's favorite activities were
manipulated: 4. his spoon was
removed from his lunch tray; the
teacher "forgot" his juice cup
at snack; and the toothpaste'' Was

missing at'toothbrushing time.
The required response (pointing)

'was always the same.

On_the other hand, if a child uses a more
'signing, or board symbol), then it may be
a particular situation until the child is
consistently before going on to other manipulations.

specific response (e.g. speech,
desirable to manipulate only on
using that particular response

e.g., Jonathon was a signer. His spoon
was removed from his tray on inter-

"mittent occasions until he consis-
tently produced the correct sign
for "spoon". Th'en his cup was

removed occasionally at snack time
until, he consistently produced the
Agn for "cup" and so-on.

°
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"Facilitators" is a term used by the CCC Program to refer toadaittonal
trainiag done to enhance the deve pment of that student's specillic.communi-
cation resfonse(s). The c ral focus of CCC Programming is the development
of ways to request wants and needs and to obtain attention from the Care-
giver.: 'Facilitators are.those behaviors such as attending, motor imitation,
vocal imitation, vocabulary training, specific training in motor movements,'
ctc., that can,be trained outside of the actual communication training setting
and serve to aid in the development of the student's specific communication
rsronse(s)%'

By dcing facilitator training, the teacher can often help speed the
student's acquisitiom,ofa communication responA,. Although the curriculum
strt_sse.,, fwictional trainirg within the natural environmat, faciliatators
ure often best taught in more conventional, structured settings. Facilitator t

training does not each communication, perse. Rather, it teaches behaviors
which can be used to develdp communication responses.

4

TYPES' OF FACILITATORS

i

t

)

,

The CCC Program does not provide specific training procedures for
aciiitator tra4ininy. Therevare a number of programs available from other,
'ource.c; %Jun 'suggest procedures for training. Thu following presents brief
guidelines6for the use Of facilitators with the CCC objectives.

Develo,pment of Training in Augmentative Ommunication Systems. Fot many
severely handicapped studehts development of.a non-speech communication mode
(i.e., ..:emmunication boards and manual signing systems) is often a necessary
long range goal. Although the students-will'learn.to obtain desired items or
hcededhelpfrom others through the training objectives outlined by the CCC

,

'rogpim, devulopment of non- speech communication sistEmS andspecific response
° training using those systems may need to take place outside of the communication
traininTsetting. While the CCC Program ha§ included some guidelines for mode
selection and development of communication boards, (see Appendix D and E)
teachers using tie curriculum are also encouraged to seek outs'ide consultatibn

,

frOM support dis:iplines like- Occupational Therapy, Speech and Heating, ,and
PhYSi(.;d17TheraPY :n An 'effort to develop nofoospeccli communication systems.

.
.. '''

, . . ,
.

,

Training to Facilitate RlspdnSe Development: Any response selected for
, training as a communication 'response may also require diNcttraining'in a

facilitator trainingsdtting. Acquisition of difficult motor responses can
often be facilitated by. additional training in:a mass trial one-to-one
trainih4setting. For example, a discrimilative headlturn'to the right or
left might he ,selected as the, only possthle response a, child can use for the

,



"Chdice" objective, If the chila\is severely impaired it may be necessary
to Jo more intens direct training to get this response to occur at.a
consistent andoreliaLle rate.

mat,7

Aljain it may ce :-dvisable to seek the help of support personnel when
selecting or training motor movements for a stUdent's communication rcoponse.
ST!vcrely handicarpea -students frequently have abnormal motor systems that
riquire complicated and'carcful assessment to teach even the Simplest movement
response. 3ften, re.juiring one type of motor response will interfere with
correct patterns of movement in other parts of the body and possibly result
in some undesirable motor behaviors for the student.

Facilitators That Can be Used ins Pronipts,

Facilitators That Can be Used as Prompts. The greatest use of Facilitator
training will 1-_,Tchably be to develop specific prompts which can be used to
evpke the.d4s'ired response quickly apd efficiently.

1. 'Vocal Imitation. Probably one of the most frequently trained "language"
skills is vccal imitation, Severaf programs have been developed Ohich
teach tins hchavior. Vocal imitation is absolutely essential for the
t2ainin9 of sr,eech. Because spech cannot be physically prompted,'the
trainer is de!.endent upon the student's imitation of vocal models as

1

t:le only PromptA device. Vocal imitation may, also, be fac)litative
in some instances Aere speech is not the primary mode. -For example,'
lu2t teaching a student to vogalize in response to the teacher's'vocalization,
whether or not the same sound is produced (i.e., "contingent vocalization")

a
can he helpful and as a prompt in teaching a student to signal(or attention.

2. Mcitor Imitation. Motor imitation can be used as a,prompting device for.
both gross (e.g., pointing) and fine (e.g., signs and finger spelling)
r :tor responses. It is important as a prompting device for virtually
all nonsPeech responses. Itis particularly important in cases where

vo

O

manula sign is the primary form mode.

/
1. Following Simple Commands. Many children can be taught to follow simple ..

commands, for example, ,"Point to Can object)", "Shake yoUr.head", "Clap
-your hands", etc. SUch commands are often useful as prompts and are
sometimes morA efficient than motor imitation prompts. This would
particularly be the case when gross movements (e.g., head turning`) rather
tnan fine motor movements (e.g., manual signing) are. selected for
communicative response training. In addition; dommands (such as "sit down",
"look at me", etc.) can also be used to control iriterfering-,behavior, and,
develop attending.

.latch-to-SaMtle. Matchip6-to-sample is anothels task which has .frequently
been included in traditional language training programs. Its greatest
advantage. as a facilitato04 r is probally-,t6 those students whose primary mode.

.
.

.

,i8 .e communication board. .

10(3
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Ficilltatora That 'Generally Enhance Learning

'87

Certain behaviors can be trained which will lacilitate,a11:1earning.
Generally;, these are behaviors which in some way improve students' ability

to attend\to relevant stimuli.
. . '- . .

1. Eliminating InterferingBehaviors. This training does not developpd .

behavior,yhich directly enhances. communication. Rather, it attempts to '

decrease a behavior, or set'of behavidrs, which interfere with learning.
Interfering behaviors must be brought under instructional control, or
diminished, befort, communicatidn training can take place. Such behaviors

.

as self-stimulatory behaviors,, and tantrums fall4into this category, as.
well as certain appropriate behaviors which,occur at inappropriate times.

Training to eliminate interfering behaviors may need to begin before
communication training begins. It is sometimes the case, however; that
Te training of a new response which is incompatible with alle 4nterferipg

jb navior will automatically deOreaie the rate of the undesirable behavior.,
2. Attending Behaviors. It is impossible to overemphasize the importance of

attention in any kind of learning. The ability to focus one's attention
upon relevant stimuli, and to inhibit responding to backgrZ)d stimuli is
crucial to the success of any training. Attending behaviors include-such
behaviors as making eye contact when spoken to, directed eye gaze (looking
at objects or.looking in'the direction indicated by omeone else) and
maintaining attention for a period oftime.sufficien ILto allow pioces sing.

c It should be obvious that attention training is a facilitator that is
appropriate for all phases of the CCC .Program.

4 i
The following are some examples of facilitator training programs that

were designed to facilitate response development.
e 4111

.Example #1 co

Charlie was a spastic quadrai)legic child who had no
use of, his hands and minimal head control. He inebnsistently
vocaliz,?.d u Ane syllable sound /eh/. The classroom teacher
noticed that,the sound eemed to occur whenever Charlie was
content., The teacher dieavered that if Charlie was given
some.physical contact like patting or tickling he could be
stimulated to a point where the /eh/ vocalization became
imitative: Beuau.se Charlie was 00, limited in his potential
response reper4oire the teacher decided to develop this
sound for Charlie's "more" response. The facilitator
training consisted of ca,refully °structured training sessions

designed to gain imitative control over CharZie!s-limited
- vocalization. This activity over a two week-period greatly
increased Charlie's vocal responsvieness. The /eh/
vociaizatZ,on was now under imitativo'control and could be
Used as a 'more response'. Whenever Charlie did not
'respond at- the' presentatiOn of his favofite activity, being

. 104
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88 2

rocked in the rocking chaLP, hir teacher could rnimpt
:t bj sayEng "Charlie, .5.? /0h, eh, eh/. Charlie
frequently would imitate the rdsponse and thus obtain
more rocking. F'acilitat,)r rvainingsin this example

,7harZie's teacher de,.,olop specific prompts

which could be used to.e:iok.- she des fired /e7-./

vocalizatior in a functio,,(2: communication situation.
_ _ _

`-r

-

ExarTZe /;'2:

7:a2 learned to make a choice. between

preferred snacks -after school and preferred toys
in a Free' lay session at sch 01. Rer response's
was a full hand point to a po.aroid picture of
those desired items: The pic ores were displayed
in pair's,on a tap, board and we e presented in
the appropriate ro,:;uest trai,iing situation's. .The

long range goal was to teach Gina to request all
her wants and. needs bu,nciing tc simple lined
-pictures placed on'a canwiicatici: board. In
order to help Gina achie-Success'when the
,Pidtures w.,,re,tansferred onto a Zap-tray picture
communicetion board; thp teacher decided to
consult wfth_the Speech Pathologist` for some
di ttinr." iniprogram planning. The Speech
Pat;2"6ntrist-desigi4 a daily facilitator training'
program that involved two phaer,s.

1. First Gina; learned to point' to any oft-the 6

pc7aroid pictures when they were grouped
together on a 22 by 22 lap :tray. The.
,herar:rt simply- required a'pointing
response to the cue "Ginq show.'me

Prompting and shaping weri. done,(ohen
necessary. Gina was trained in this manner., -
unt':l she consistently pointed. to all 6
picturres on the Zap tray.

.

2 Phase II Involved systematically replacing
the polardid photos with Zinc drawin3s The
training procedures used in'PhaseI were
employed and Gina rea.:Nd criterion within
one month.

Once al.Z. 6 iinc drawings'were pointed to consistently in.

the facilitator vr,.;in:nly,sersions, the teacher started
brini7ig.the board into thsrequfst training situations.
Facilitator training in th7-Ne.r.7.mple aided Gina's teacher
in utilizing a non-speech communication Mode, for
appropriate requesting ofwants.andneeds functional
situationsvithin the classroom and home.

'105
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Example #3

- 89 .

Sandy was Profoundly-hearing.imp'aired and restrictid

to a wheelchair. She was unable to make any audible

vocalizations. Sandy had learned to point'to,preferrett..-

objectl when presented in-a two: choice array, by her ,.

teacher, and mother.
of

teach-er,decided to teach an

initiation response ofTinging a,buzzer, Because this

phase of trtining was pro&eeding slowly, .the,-teachev

.
initiated a facilitator training session designed
specifically to -teach.Sandy to push the button-on the ,3

buzzer. Sandy began to enjoy pushing the button and
t,

having the teacher pkLyfullj,appear with each event.
After'several weeks Sandy was able to push the buzzer

. when given a signed command. The signal was ,'iota ready

. to be used in the Initiation request training sessions. ,

In this example additional training helpd Sandy to Jo -

learn a specific response that lacilitaged her , ....

comun::cation training.
,

Example #4

,
:; givercompleting ,a Caregiver Interview with-Patrick's/

mother, M. Smith was corvineed that several foods could
be useddas. high-preference rein forcers in Requesting

_ Throkigh.Choice. Patrick's specific motor impairments
characterized by spastic and athetoid movements prevented
-him from making any'responses -involving his hands_or arms.
Efforts had been made by the Occupational Therapist in ,

the past to teach Pat to use a head stick to point to ,.

food pictures on a.12 by 12 slant board. Mr Smith
,N

requested a consultation from the Occupational" <

Therapist; Once the: head stick pointing movements were

acceptable &"'the 0:T., Pat was introduded to -

Requesting Through Commwzication Board procedures and
quickly learned to request favorite foods using
head stick. ,Here again Patrick learned a difficult
motor response in an isolated one-to-one training )

. setting that'greatly'aided his i6arning commitnication

behaviors. c-

,
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CCOCCOIEGIVER INTERVIEW

.

,Child's Name Date

Information Given By

ReAfionship to. CFfld

90

-

. .

General 'Health

.
What "medications does your

child receive'

_

When is it iven How as it affect

_-.

our child' .

.

1 1 .

.

. '
.

- \

.

.

3
. .

.

...

3.,

.

. ,

, .
.

.

Does your child have any of

these health problems'-

. ss,

Howddes thisaffect your, child? -7-

, .

.

YES NO

(

,

To what?

.Al\lergies.,,

Seizures - ,

How frequently?
11,

c---
Other chronic problems How frequently?

' ..'

.

I

.

0 ---

..

.

_

,
l

,

.

.

.

What seems to trigger your child's seizures'

'Physical Condition ,

Your child/chews: Normally With some difficulty With great difficulty
.

Your child swallows.: Normally With some difficulty With great difficulty

Your child sucks: Normallx . With-some difficulty . With great'difficulty. ..

Describe your child's feedIng,pro specialdiet5:, *
.

,

'How wouldryou describe your child's vision? Normal Mild Impairment Moderate Impairment Blind,

^--
Does your child wear glasses? YES NO Other comments:,

4

Hoy would you-describe your child's hearing? Normal Mild Impairment Moderate Impairment Deaf

Does your childlwear a hearing aid? YES ND 'Other comments:,

How orwoulyou describe your child's use of his/herharids?
Mildly _Moderately Severely

Control of righthand is:, Normal 'Impaired Impaired Impaired

Mildly Moderately Severely

Control of left hand is: Normal Impaired Impaired Impaired ,

N
Is your child able to walk independently: YES NO .

If NO, describe what assistance is needed:

a'

7o,

108
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Caregiver interview
.

Page 2

'Attending Behavior

How does your child respond to new or unexpected sounds, lights, peopfe, or 's,ituations in the environment
4 (e.g., new foods, new room arrangement, bright colored lights)?

1

Approximately how long does your child attend to any one thing he/she is interested in?

Interfering Behavior

What.behavfors of your child are irritating to you and others aroundyou?

-What behavior problems. does your child exhibit which we should be aware4of?

O

'4-4u

How often and in what situations does your child emit. these behavid15?

What do you do when theseprOblems occur?

Reinfolters J
Describe your child's typical day.

,

What about this activity does your child like
or dislike?Event App-oximate

Time
With

Whom

Awakens
.

Qressing

4

....,

4--/,4
.

. .

.

Voaking*
(bath, hair,

teeth) .

.

.

. .

.

.

_

.

,

Breakfast

,

.

,Lunch

Dinner ,

__,....

.

School .

,

.

.

,
4

Play

P t=st.7.4.-1-:::

-
1 0j'
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Reinforcers

Caregiver Interview
Page 3

92

ILVIIILFIRMui

What does your chi ike and dis i_ke7 lescribe,what your chi d does to ,let you know

that he/she likes or doesn't like this.

. .

Activities
.

.

.

.

'

_ ........

.

1)kes

.

. .

Dislikes

i".. *'

.

. .

.

,

.

..

.

,

Objects

.

:-

.
.

c

_

.

.

.
.

--N***\.....---

.

.

?/

Likes
.

.. .

Dislikes

.

.

.

.

.

,

,..

7'
.

,:-

P le - ;

.

.

,

.

. -

Likes

.

Dislikes..
$,,,-......

.

.

.

.

,

.

Food

.

..

.

t , 4 ; .

I.

. ,

.

.

Likes
,..

.

.

Di sl ikes

' .

. .

' .

.

I.

.

.
-

.

"

.,

.

.

.

Which ofithe above would you consider your favorite?
r

'-List below specific activities,objects, or food which the child routinely experiences, interacts with or receives

_ nearly every - day -(for example:' bath-, lfsteiling-tompsic, Oape juice).

Activities Objects Soecific Foods

,

,

.

.

.

,

. .

. s
v .

, . . . ,

.

.

,

. 1 / cl
.

.
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.f Caregiver Interview ,

,, _Page 4
.

.
.

Communicative Function

--

.

.

)Does your
child
communicate

Any Of _the _
be 1 ow 'tO you?

Frequency What does the child
do to let you know
'this?

4 ...

. . __...-

o
.---

.

.

-
.

.
,

' .

.

.

.
-

c
w

_ 4: _0
ci.

_ _g_
VI 4.1

>,
7.,

_,,,-,..t, 1.
CC Z

Hungry
.

.

I
.

y

Thirsty
L

.
.

Sick/in pain
.

.

I Wet/Soiled

.

.
..

...-

Are there certain times of the day or certain
circumstances under which this usually occurs?

01 ,

1Happy

.

o

Sad

[

0
,

.

.

.

'

Mad

.

.

,..,
._

.

Tired of or'
dislikes an
activity

. .

,

..

\\Frustrated
.

.

.

.

Other .
(Specify)

..,

.
,

.

.

.

Doesoyour Frequency How does your child Are there-certaintimes of the day or certain
child let your
know he/she
wants one of ' ,

the below?

r

.

c
w

&/
(4.0

I 0I
V)

... >,

I; L. ,i)

RI: ZI
CC =

let yoti know this?

,.

Circumstances under which this usually occurs?

A1
.

.

More of
something

.

.

.

.

.

..'.

,

...

Your,
attention ,

,..

',.

,
. .

.

. .

Partirnlar

object
preferred over
another ,

.
e

.

. ..--

-1..11 -

Does your-child ever tell you that he/she, is hungry, thirsty, Wants your attention, etc. without first being asked?

YES NO' How frequeritly? .
.

.
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Caregiver Interview
Page 5

CommunicatiVe Responses

Does your child currently use one of the following to effectively get your atte tion, specify wants and needs, etc.?

Vocalizations YES NO

Gestures YES NO

Speech YES NO

Manual Signs YES NO If YES, what system?

Communication Board YES NO If YES, can the board be-taken to school?
. ,

'Has your child Wad previous training in the following?

Speech
Manual Signs
Communication Board

YES NO If YES, describe the progress in that training,

YES NO

YES NO

Check ways your
child communicates

frequency
What exactly is you'r child trying to tedyou when this occurs?
(example: Joe holds out and shakes toys to get Mom's attention.)c

w
...s
t,..0

. 0

g
U) 4:

.

;:!, L
w s. a,s. o
to (1.
(X 2

Makes facial
es,expressiOns (smiles,

frowns)

..

.

Laughs c
.

Cries
v

1

Streams .,

Tantrums

Looks at people ,
,

Looks at obje .

Moves body (shakes
head, leans forward,
etc.)

.

..

.

Gestures (arm or

hand movement)

,

x

Points 'to or reaches .

for objects or people

.
.

Imitates other's
actions

.

r

Acts out (mimes)
communication

e
.

Makes sounds
.

Signs single,words

Signs 2-4 word
phrases 6

-
.

.
.

" .

Points to pictures
or printed symbols

. ,_

,

Says single words
. . .

Says 2-4 word
phrases

Other (descr.ibe)
A 112 ,
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Caregiver Interviewr Page E

. . .
...

.

.

0/

.

.
_

. ' .
Communicative Environment .

, . r
What does your child regularly communicate about (for example: ,wants attention,5is h nbry, etc.)?

-

Describe how this communication occurs. N
,

.
.

. .
.g -..

i 4
Are there situations during the day when your child is required to make a response before some activity is started
or continued (for example: asking for another drink of juice at breakfast, or requesting toys off a thelf)?

YES NO If yES; describe the situation.

.

. .

1 e-

-Are there situations when your child has to make a choice between two or more objects (for example: preferring
milk instead of .juice, or rocker instead of swing)? YES NO If YES, when?

.
,i .

.
,

1 .`
Are there situations during the day when the child must gain your attention in order ,to .get some desired object
or meet some need? YES NO If YES, when? .

. . . .

. . .
,

-

-.- . .

. ,
.

Would you be interested in doing any communication training at home? (YES NO

4

f.
....

'
\

. . _

0

.. N ., . f ..%

. %, . .
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_ .
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Student's Name:

Completed byl,

Date:

96*

is

Inter'ering Behavior

What behaviors of the student are irritating to you and others around your?
.

-What behaviors cop you see that interfere with learning activities the student is involved in?

How often and in what situations does the student emit these beha'viors?

Attending'Behavior

'7 Does the child attend to unexpected-sounds, unfamiliar people, new things in the nvironment, (e.g.. new foods.

new room arrangement)? YES NO If YES, how?

-

Approximately hoelcng dOes the child attend to any one thing he/she is interested in?

a

Reinforcers

List the student's daily
sthedUle from the
beginning to end of class* With Whom

Does the student enjoy
the activity? ,

Likes Dislikes

,

$escribe how you know the childlikes
or dislikes the activity:

.

. .
'

.

c
.

.

-
.

.
'

. "..

r

.

,

.

. 4 $

,,

,.-

i
.

. ,

. .
.. ,

.

.

-.

,

.

A

.

.

.

,

.

t ,

. ,

.

.

.

.._

.114 ,
. .

.._ .

* Attach another sheet or turn to page back if more space is needed.
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Teacher Questionnaire
,Page 2

Reinfbrcers (continued)

.

What does the student like and dislike?
Describe what the student does to let you
know that he/she likes or doesn't like this.

Activities

.

.

.

.

--:-.,-...-

.

.

iLikes

Dislikes

.

_

.

.

.

.

.

Objects

A .
.

09

.

Likes

Dislikes

.
.

-

. \...

.

.

Peop

.

.- ,

.
.

ii..

i
r ,

Like

Dislikes
.

.

. .

.

.

.

e

...

. -

.

Food

:

.

.s

.

1

Likes

iesislk-

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

Which of the above woed you,conSider the student's favorite?.

11. L.st below vities, objects, or food which the student routinely experiences, interacts with
!

or receivesnearly eV0y day (for example: P.T., listening to music, grape juice).

q ctivities
.

Idects, pec c nods -

,

.

,r

.

,

.
,

,

.

.

.
.

_ .00.,-....

.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.
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Teacher Questionnaire
Page 3

Communicative Function'

Does the student
coirnwnlcate any

of the below,to
you' t

Hungry

C

0

' frPquency
I

,

What does the child
'let you know this?

Thirsty

Sick/1n pain

Wet /Soiled

I

...--

Are there certain times of the day or
certain circumstances uncer which this
usually occurs?

Happy

1

o
.

Sad

. .

I

,

4

Mad . . .

Tired of or
dislikes an
activity

.
.

Frustrated 7 .

Otner
(Specify) .

4.

Does this student
let you know he/

wants,.One of

the below'

Frequency

1 0,

E
w

E
w

0 '

o L
W L WL 0 >

O CC
M W

More of

something

Your
attention

/
Are there certain times of the day or

How does the student let certain circumstances under which this
usually occurs?you know this?

LA

4

A particu'ler

object
-prefOred
over
another

Does the student ever tell yOu that he/she,is hungry, thirsty, wants your attention, etc., without first being asked?
YES NO How frequently?

.
116



99 Teacher Questionnaire
Page 4 .

ark

.

Communicative Responses
4

Does the student currently use one of the following to effectively get your attention, specify wants and 4

_neeos, etc.?

Vocalizations YES NO

Gestures YES NO

Speech YES NO

Manual Signs YES NO If YES, what system?,

Communication Board YES -NO If YES, can the board be takon to school?

Has he/she nad previous training in the following?

Speech YES NO If.YES, describe the progress in that training:

Manual Signs YES NO

'Communication Board YES NO .

Alb

Check ways the v

student
commcommunicates

,

----F1-4---I'euer,pOr--lc.".

c
°'m

..+

0

, 0
Q

e E
.,-, a.,

What exactly is he/she trying to tell you when this occurs.'
(example: Joe holds out and shakes toys to get attention.)

t

.

. ''.

t
>,

7, L.
0L >

CC =

Makes racial

expressions
(smiles, crown)

,

. c
,

Laughs
.. . s

--,
,

.

-

....__J

LCries .

.

.m4

Screams ,

...

,

.

Tantrum
, . .

.

.

Looks of people . .
l'

.

Looks at objects \
.

_

. A

Moves body (shakes
head, Funs forward,
etc.)

NN\.

.

. '

Points to or
reaches for objects
or people

1

.

,

,

.

Imitates other's
actions -

.

,
- ,,

_

.
. ._.

.
.

4

____1
Acts out (mimes) ,

Makes 'sounds .-
.

. a.
f . .

Signs single words . ,

. .

'---#.

Signs 2-4 word
phrases / ,

.

, .
. .

." .

. ..
4

,

Points to pictures
or printed symbols -

. .

' .
.

.
.

, .

.

Says.single words( .
.

. .

.

Says 2-41:word

phrases `e
-r .

. .

.

.

.

Ether (describe)

------112----....:__
4

,

ol



Ccemmicative Environment

Mk
What does the studerit egolarly

iAscribe hOw this co.nmnic5tian

11.

Are there Situaten
started yr Continued

shelf;? 'YE" MO

Teachers Questionnaire
Page 54?

communicateaboLt efor ekample wants attention, is hungry, etc )7
Occurs.

100
0

o

,,

. ..1 . e,

during the day when the stAent Is required to make a responle -.before some activity is '
(for eA.amp'e asVing for another drink of juice at snack, or requesting toys off a -, r

If ,115, describelKi situation.
A. "

E

nr

Are there situations wnen your child has to make a choice between two dr more objects (for example preigrrink
Milk Ateao of juice, Or wagon instead of swing)? YES NO' If YES, when,?

. 4u '*_
.

Are there ire situation% during the day when the child must gain your attention in order to get sane desired

object or meet some need' YES NO If YES, when? ,

.

When during clamight it be possible to build in comnunicative situations for the following purposes?

Identifying additional reinforcers:

1

Requesting More

Making Choices' 1--

4

4.

a

.4

Initiltintan Interaction:
47
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Student

RESPONSE AND.RiINFORCER SUMMARY SUEET

,16].

Situation
'.

- -

Reinforgers
Communicative

Responses.
Potential Cornmuni.cati've

Responses

, .

,

..

.

.

-... .

S

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

1

.

,

.

1
.

-

. .

.

.

.

.
.

. .

.

, ,

.

,

...._.

.

0

4

.

.

.

.

.

,
.

.

.

-
sr

.

,

. .

.

.

t

.

.

.

.

.

..

N

.

^

.

.

F

.

.

,

.

. I_
--

I
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Respon'se 0 Response'to
Date Item/Activity Introduction Triain

..

,.

.

.
.

.

.

. -

.

..
.

. . . ,

- .

,. . .
. .

.
.

./ .
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.

.
.

.

.
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Student

10_3 .

(

'1

DAILY ACTIVITIES SUI&ARY SHEET

I

vent
Approx.
Time

With

Whom
Student . C

Likes/Dislikes
He Do You ,Know. Student

Likes/Dislikes'..Activity?
.

, . ., .,

. .

. .
..,

-

.
.

.

-,

,

0.

.

.> ,

.:
.

. ,

.

.

, .

. .

.

.

. .

/
.

/ /
'

1 A

.
..

t
a

.
.

. .

.

.

. ,

.

.

.

.

...

_

. .....-

4

. .

\

--..-

..

.
. . 4

-0
-

-

.

'

a.

'. '
.

...

.

4
-.

. .. .

.
.

.
;

a

4

-

.. JJ .
.

A
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANIPULATION PlANNING SHEET 4 #1

To Identify, Potential Reinfprcers

Student

IManipulation 'Probe-Situation #1
\

k

l

. 4e, 2 (

Existing Situation (Describe,anticipated activity and critical cues). ,

Manipulation (Teacher behavior producing eheed to communicate")

Responses

'14

r
c.,

Date
N.,.._,

Responses

0
4

_

. ,.
7

Manipulation Probe-Situatio42

Existing Situation (DesCribe anticipated activity and critical cues)

S

Manipulation (Teacher behavior producing a,"need to communicate")

Responses

.Date Responses

... ..

, w
.

. . .
.

,

0

.,1 23

4

.
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Student

.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANIPULATION PLANNING SHEET #2

To Facilitate Spontaneous Use

,

-kExis4ting Situation (Describe anticipated actiyity and critical cue s)
S

,

r

Manipulation (Teacher behavior producing a "need to communicate ")

e,

Date

.

Initiation
Response

Consequence

(Teacher's Response

,

Requesting
Response,

.

,

Consequence
(Teacher's Response)

..

.

.
....'"'"

,

.

.

.

.

.
,

.

.-
.

.

1

.

.

f
,

.

1

.

.

.

.

. '

,

t

.

. _

.

.
.

. .

. .

.

r r

1 9A
.

' \ .
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GENERALIZATION PLANNING SHEET

Student

Original Training:

.
ResponVe (include prompts used):

Reinforcer:

Trainer:

Setting: .

106

Prdposed Geneialization Situations:

Situation

.

Person

.
.

Setting (place)

.

Reinforcer
,

1. .

.

2.

.

.

. ,

.

,
.

.

,

3.
.

, . J

4.

.

, .

. .

,

S.
.

,

/

.

_
\

.

.:

.

6. .

.

. ,

. .

,

.

7.
.

:
.

.

.

.

,

O
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COMMUNICATION BOARDS

The purpose of this appendix is to provide general guidelines for
planning and managing a communication board for a teverely multiply :

handicapped student. The information in this appendix is not relevant unless
or until alchird exhibits.communicative skills at least through the "Requesting
Thrdugh'Choice" objective of the curriculum. Additionally, the decision to
use a boakd as Opposed to signing or sppech with this,student should have
already been made, folloWing the guidelines in the previous appendix, "Selecting,
a Primary'Communication Mode ".

This appendix includes three sections. The first section should assist
teachers in planning a communication board. The second ,addresses classroom
.managementof the boards, and the third gives an example of a facilitator'
program which expands board vocabulary. The information preseAted in these
sections are intended only as guidelines and are not exhaustive. References '
are cited throughout the appendix which provide"more specific information.
Additionally, information and feedback should be obtained frOm the parents,
speech pathologist and occupational therapist whenever,possible.

,
, .

t.

l'
mm

(rh
Nietivsk and Hamre-Nietupski (1979) define a communication board, or.

a communicatio aid, as a display device containing,objects, pictures, symbols,
or printed words. -These aids range in sophistication from simple pictures on
poster board to involved electronic appliances. The information presented in
this appendix refers primarily to the planning and use of unaided or non-
electronic boards. Most electronic communication devices were developed for
persons with'fairly good language and cognitive skillt.. They also are
expensive and prone to broken parts. Therefore, the majority of these aids
are simply not approprilte for severely or profoundly retarded individuals.

Generally, electronic boards require skills in'localizing and tracking
visual stimuli, matching and arranging sequences of lights orword order, and
categorizing letters, numbers, colors,. or ,other labels. Many of these skills
ihvolVe fairly good memory. It is strongly recommended that a device not be
selected unless during assessment your student is ableto exhibit most of the -
,COgnitive (memory, scanning, matching, sequencing) and motor (switch or-signal
'activatingresponse) 1Ski1ls'necessary to operate the device. If this is not

't
'e the case, so much time will likely be spent in teavhi the mechanics and
logistics of the deVice-tiiat there is no time for communication training.

.-

There are however, severely multiply handicapped studen- ts for whom .

electronic boards may be'appropriate. Generally, these'are the students who
go. exhibit severRsmotor. handicaps but good cognitive skills.' These students also ' '

are actively Avolved with and motivated by their environment.
..-
..

It is not within the \scope of this appendix to-discuss electronic boards.
Two sources which should assist you further are listed at the end of the appendix..

. .

1
Nietupski.,' J.and Hamre-Nietupski, S. TeaCtling auxiliary Communication
Aki/ls to` severely handicapped students. AAESPH Review,. 1979,, 4 (24-,......107-124.

ss
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SYSTEM -

c

.- One of the primary assessment;-goal r a board candidate involves
matching the'student's motor an guage skills, and the environmental

.

restraints to a partic oard system. For most students this isno easy
task. There least six major areas of concern which must be addressed

is planning phase. ,. %
.

e

A . .

11- What motor or visual response will the student use to selectthe elements
0 . oof the message on the board?

2. Hbw will the board be displayed so that the student can use the'response
to' indicate the message?

3. 'what symbol system will thestude6 use?
go.

4. What vocabulary will be taught?

5. In what order will the vocabulary symbols be on the board?

6. How will the board be made?

The final fff pages of this section of the appendix are a worksheet which
may be cotied and completed for each student for whom you are planning a
board. Your speech pathologist and occupational therapist should be able to
asst you with this planning. T e planning sheet takes a step-by-step approach
thr0 gh the decisions. The xemain ig pages list guidelines which should help
you make these decisions.

).

41

Decision-: Response

This decision involves viewing the student's physical handicaps and
abilities in order to identify an effective way for him/her to indicate the
elements, (syr*ols) of the messages. The planning sheet lists several alternatives.
It is'tecommended that all extremities, trunk, and eye movements be analyzed
to concludewhich has the most potential as a selection response. Table 1
lists and defines the variables which must be balanced4in idqntifying the response.

' Analyze all available responses.according'to those.variables,Ithen decide which
response is the most appropriate.

Manystudents' responses may be .fecilitated'by position, angle, or
"elevation changes., -By changing 'these variables rand thus realigning the arm
or hand,, the student ist,.often able tO exhibit more purposeful pointing, Some
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,f*-Table 1; Variables which must be balanced to determine an appropriate
selection response for a physically handicapped student.

,

Variable Definition Rationale

Consistepcy

Stability

Range

Control

Speed

Fatigue

imitation

' Degree to which motor
skills emain constant
from tr 1 to trial or

from day o day.
'

The movement will he more
intelligible if it does
not, change from response.

to response. 4

Capability of Maintaining The more atabe the,movement
the completed response for the more time an obser er

a few seconds.' has to attend to and
understand the message.

Amount .or distance of

movement possible.

The greater the range of
the response the more

potential xibts for an

expanded abulary and the

less likelihood of needing
a coded board. (NOTE: Range
must be balanced closely with
control as,hoth strength
and control decrease toward

\toward the extremes of the,
range .

'Degree of fine (or

small movement possible
as opposed to dross
movement.

Rate with which the
response can be
completed.

Amount of enexgy a d
concentr i equired
to'co to the response.

Accuracy with which
the student's response
can match an imitative
model:.

The finer the Cchtrol of
the response (such as
pointing), the smaller fhe
symbol cards can be.

The quicker the response,
the more likely a-listener
is' to attend to' the message.

The less fatiguing the.
response; the more useful
the board,will be throughout.
-the day. A fatiguing
reSponse results in
progressively poorer
performance as the.board'S
use increases.

A response which is already'
under imitative Control will
probably require less training
time.

129
C
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may need help in arresting jerky or continuoussmotions. Fot these students,
providing handles to grasp or grooves or slots to rest their arm in may,give
the control they need. Weighted wrist cuffs or saddle bags may alSo
The morecontrolled.the student's movements, the more response choices the
student can be given on his board or plhel.

If the student is, able to use only one very restricted movement or signal
such as an eye blink or finger tap there are still possibilities for a board
system. ,These students may be candidates fora scanning board. Vanderheiden
and Grilly (1975) explain a scanning system in this way..3or

. a technique is considered to be a sdannin.g technique ,

\---0 if the items in the child"s vocabulary are presented to.him one
w

at a time so that he can let you know when the'item he wants is
presented. . . (An) example of a' simple,scanning technique would
be the use of a communication board with a second person pointing.
to the pictures, words, or letters one at a time while watching
for a response from the child If you cen,recognize
a child's affirmative signal of any form, you canuse any of the
non-mechanical techniques, no matter how severe the child's
physital handicaps." (pages 21 and 22).

Oneprerequisite cognitive skill for the use of a scanning board is the
affirmation function of "yes". If the student does nQtlkxhibit this function
of "yes" a scanning board will riot work.

Additional information about responsefor severely physically handicapped
students may be_found in the Barnes, Murphy, Waldo. and Sailor chapter listed
in the reference section of this appendix. Thi^ chapter proyides sriecific,
information 'on pdsitioning and fine motor movements as well as movements -for
board responses.

ecis_ion II: Board Display -

There are as many possible board displays as there are students. These
46,displays can be very simple or verL complex depending on the response selected

for the student and his/her cognitive Skills. Figure 1 shqws a few displays. 4
that may be appropriate for a severely multiply handicapped student.' Usually
some combination/of one or two of these displays is used in order to meet,
the skill levellof a particular physically handicapped student.

Three examples of Direct Selection boards which require a pointing responsR
4 are shown. The student may point to the symbols on the board with whateve;,

response they use, i.e., pointing with a hand, foot, or stylus. The Sample 1
board is an initial board used by a, student in the Requesting Through Board
objective. The Sample2 and 3 boards were used by two students who had
expanded vocabularies. There are no "rules" about where on A direct selection
board the symbol are placed.

13o
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. I .
,. '.

,

..

Student points in some way directly
to, the symbols. 0---

r
'

- .
.

. , , .
. . ,

- DIRECT SELECTION (Pointing)

.

.

,
0 gi n

N D©
B F M

am CPO CI

a CY
,.,'

.

.

.

-Sample 1 , Sample 2

. 4

.44'

. OICD :a (10,
. .

.

0 ..
A - . ° Sample 4,3

-- , -' ,

Student looks at the desired symbol 6

which is placed on 'a "donut" of
plexiglass, standing or attached
vertically to a lap tray.

.

,

.

.

(

DIRECT SELEC,TION (Eye gaze )a
.

alill

..:.'

o

,

.

z.)

.

.

'

0
. -,...-

...

2?ii. N-Z-3- °,,i'L

. . .

Sample 4 Sample 'S

6
.

.1 r
,

Student points to or looks at colors
.

and/or numbers on eresponse panel to
tell the observer which symbol to
attend to on the board. If the
student pointed to "blue" and then
"2" on the response panel, he is
trying to communicate that he wants
the swing,

.

lir

'ROW COLUMN-. u

1

.-.

2 3 4 ..

-

,ii.
<,

red-

:j.,
s .

17'

1.74:Is
CT
4x ..

.. bi-OTfrf
«

row. 'i tpf, to, \4.
01040:"

..m..

Board Repose Panel
. Sample 6

..k< .

Student wants twice to areas the,
response panel to indicate which pf
the 16 symbols is desited. The first
point to the' panel tells which of,the
4 main qudrapts s the symbol. The
second point tells hick symbol with-
in that quadrant i 'needed, If the

student pointed to the upper right
and then the lower left of the panel,
he wants dessert.

-
.

,

. ,

SUCCESSIVE QUARTERING,
)

c; 14, Nm!.,

.

. .
.

...

.1 ..

''.
,

....
.

.

IC 1 .f
.

..

>i--9-14, .. blED
!

,,, _®
°

.
. 1.....

Board , Response Panel
_

Sample 7
- - -

.Figu're 1: Sample Board Displays

a
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Two example Direct Selection eye gaze boards are shown% -Notice that' '

the Sample 5 board has a total of eight symbols displayed._ This number and.
their placement are'tfle Maximum r4bOmmended for this type of, board. With up
to eight symbols pn the plexiglass, to looking, or eye gaze response camsbe.
very reliable.

.

Because the Row/Column and Successive Quartering boards are so Complicated
to explain only one example of each is.prOvided. However, the particular
coding system used With either of these boards may 8t individualized and F.
therefore different for each student. Generally, however, both of thes&Aypes.,,
of coded boards require memory, sequencing,- and matching, skills beyond those
required for dDirect'Selection Boarj.

.

For a more detailed discussion of board displays read the Vanderheiden
and Grilly reference cited .

Decision III: Symbol.

Figure 2 gives ',comparative example_of the abstractness'of the diffelent
symbol systems Whichmay be used on a board.

. To determine which may be most appropriate fon_your student, assess
ntatching skills. Probe to,see how well the student can matthmidentical.
drawings. Probe also to. see if the student can match the object itself 't.0 -

the symbol (i.e., photograph,-drawing, Rebus, etc.). If the student is unable
to'match in any of these tasks, use the Simplest symbols possible to begin,,
training, usually line drawings: 4 ,

The following guidelines are presented to aid in the symb4,1 selection
decision once the probes are completed.

:V

Peabody Rebus or oilanal line drawings are suggested3 the most
i -

appropriate symbols for ost severely handicapped students. These .

(systems are very easy to reproduce and can be standardized from ,

-student to student. Additionally, as the stl4dent's vocabulary . ..... _ .....___

iAreases, these may be easily reduced in size to accommodate new
symbols on-the,board.

NOTE: Phase IIof the Communication Board Objective can be used
o initially train a student to use the small line drawings.

Combining more than one symbol system is encouraged. Do fihateVer
,can be done to facilitate the most functional and largest'
vocabulary possible.

Avoid color in the photographed or drawn symbols. First, this
added eve may interfere with generalization; For example, if
the symbol fOr coat is colored to exactly match tpe,student's
coat, the lesponse may not'generalize to a new coat. 'Also,
coloring the symbols is quite time consuming 'and may inhibit

' replacing damaged or lost boards or sending boards home.
411- t
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Model (doll house Photograph.
furniture)

Peabody Rebus

chair

Printed Word

Blissymbolics

t

abcddf
ghijk

Ininopq
rstuv
wxyz

. .

Alphabet (Student
,..spells word)

Tactile
(fake fur)

Figure 2: "Chair" symbolized with several systems available for
communication boards. J

.
41... 1.33
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Always type or write the written.word for the symbol plainly
on the card. This allowsga "listener" unfamiliar with the
symbols an opportunitto understand the message.

N,

Sources Tahich.provide glossaries of Peabody Rebus and Blissymbolic
Symbols arelisted-in the Reference section.

0

a

Decision IV: Vocabulary `Bales tion

% Select a core vocabulary_of the most motivating (reinforcing) words
which have already been used ih "MORE" or "CHOICE!' objectives of the
curriculum or which may likely be used in future .training.: Select those
symbols which are motivating and which will actually be used in fUnctional,
communication. Once a core vocabulary of reinforcing words have been
selected, a few "need" words maj also be-selected for training. These may
include such words as, toilet or coat. However, these "Reed" words should
be taught only after the student can functionally use. the "want" words.
Refer to the planning sheet for 'further assistance with this decision.

Decision V-f-Vooabulaw Display

- '

This decisiondn'the planning process coordinates all of the- planning
pompletedtethis point..YIn view of the student's selection response,'board
display and 'vocabulary, the de6isi'on is now made about,Whgre to specifically
attach 'each symbbl to the board. The planning eet providei space to make a
record ovfl"these decis,ions. 'It is recommended th t this sheet be.kept on' t-
record in the event the board is7lost OD ruined.

.N.

Dsocision .VI .Board Constru. otion
.

In planning the construction of the board, the two primary goals are
portability and durability. A portable board can be carried or otherwise
kept with-the student throughout the day. A Urableboard can withstand the
abuse'tliat ofjen accompaniis being-transporte . Suggesironstor making the
boards portable follow:

Use the lightest weight materials possible. That is, use
posterboard, not cardboard or plywood: \ -

134 -
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Use the smallest'symbol cards that the student's visual,
motof, and cognitive-skills will allow. This will enable

the entire board to be compact.

If the student has a Wheelchair, attach the board to the "'

lap tray'.

If the student is ambulatory, put shoulder straps Q the

board so it may be easily carried.

If the.bbard is carried, haVetit fold in the middle to make
'it smaller, A laminated file folder works well for this.

Make the most simply constructed board possible for two

reasons. The simpler the board; the easier it will be
to carry. Probably more importantly, ,they easier it is

to make the board, the-easier it will be #to quickly replace

it' with an identical board. Boaids carried routinely are

often lost or damaged. Quick replacement is extremely

important. ,

.0.

S.

1.
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.COMMUNICAT1ON BOARD PLANNING SHEET

, ./.(System Selection

R

SCudent

DcisionmI: Regponte,

CheCk how

1.rry
this student wilt select the ffrgriients of the message.

Hand or finger pointing

Right hind

fl Left hand

Pointing with hand styldg

Right hark

0 Left hand

I Head turn

--n

Pointing with head' stylus

nEye gaze

I Foot pointing
r<

LiRight foot

CiLeflNfoot

Combination (specify)

riOther (specify)

As'

1,1

1,4

Decision II: \Boara*Display

[Direct' SeleCtion

0 Row/Column

C'Color Code :]Color/Number Code
2NuRber'Code- S Other Code (specify)

ED Sut&ssive Quartering

:7-1 Combination *11
.

15ecify) 0
L..J

Other (specify.) __ . 136
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Decis4.on III: Symbol System

The student Will 1.1Se flag following system(s)

(Check. all that apply):

[I] Actual items or models of actual items.

0 Photographs

e
Line Drawings

Peabody Aebus

BfissYmbolies

Tactiie/Textutal Stimuli

[I] Printediwords

Alphabet

Decision IV: gocabulary_Selection

for the_syMbols on the board."

What retnforceN were most motivating during "More" and "Choice" training?

That is, what is most important t-16'61]; student to communicate?

Quit most important to the parents for the student to communicate?

What is most important at school for the studeht.to communicate?

.

t Select from,the'above a cote vocabulary of the most motivating and/oeneeded
vocabulary with which to begin training. Select only-as many ,as you feel

-yourtstudent can learn in e next year. The highest prior10 items are
those which the student can,1use to communicate his immediate ,umnts and needs.

r . e,Oe
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Decision V: Vocabulary Display

What size will the board be? inches by inches

If the boarcLs a direct selection display; what is the smallest size
vocabulary card this studerit can indicate and see?

inch

c!

In the sample board below, draw in flow you would like the student's
board display tobe after one year's training (use additional pages if '-

necessary). Write in the word for each symbol card. If a response
panel is used, draw a sample panel beside the board display sample.

inches

inches
***.

If a flip-up display is use4,....;eraw sample displays-in-.`, Additional space.

Decision VI: Board Construction

a

'List the materials needed to Make the board:

1.
ti

2.

*3.

'
`Cf

FILE THIS FORM IN A CENTRAL. LOCATION. IF THE BOARD JS LOST OR DAMAGED,
USE THIS PAGE TO HELP RECONSTRUCT AN IDENTICAL BOARD.

138
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ExampleTommunibation Roard System

Decision I: Resppnse -.Right Hand Pointing combined
with Eue Gaze

DecisionRationale:

L. exhibited severe mixed quadriplegia. Head
and foot movement were restricted because of
positY.oning padding and straps on the wheelchair.
Eye gaze was under directional control. Within a
certain range; gross control of the right hand was
fairly consistent, and stable. L. could imitate
.97VS$ hand placements. Speed was variable. Hand
pointing took a fair degree of concentration. A .

combination response was selected to alto d for a
larger vocabulary.

Decision II: Board Display - Combination Direct
Selection and Number Code.

Figure 3 shows two views of L. 's board display.
There is a board divided into 4 colorq, (red, blue,
yellow; and green) laminated, onto the Zap tray. A
plexiglass eye gaze board with the numbers for he
code ,7c, attached vertically near the front of t
Zap tray.

To make a choice responde, L. placed hisihand-
on the quarter,df the Zap tray board which contained
the desired symbol and at the same'time stared

, directly at the number on the plexiglass eye gaze
board which corresponds to the symbol. The listener
then acknowledged the message "You want a drink",
and gave L. a drink. The student was taught to use
this 1oard over a period of a year. Each part of the
response and each symbol were taught separately. .

During early training there was only one'symbol,in
each quarter orthe board and the student was taught
the color coded quartering system. Then a, second
symbol was added to 'each quarter and training began
on the number code. 'During this initial training
the student would pause after ea4h part of the
selection response for affirmation such-as "You
want, the blue quarter_", or "You want blue number -

two . . . book!" Now, however, the entire
selection response is simultaneous.,

0

4
11.
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Decision TR: Symbol System - Combination Peabody
Rebus and Line Drawings

Decision Rationale:

Dumng probes before training began L. was able
to consistently mate) objects to.simple drawings of
those objects by looking at the correct symbol out of
3 placed on his lap tray. He was unable to match in
any other task. Peabody Regius were selected as an

0 : appropriate initial system because they are very
standard, simple representations. Whenever a
symbol was needed Which was not in the Rebus Glossary,
a hand drawing representation was created. Both
types of symbols were black outlines on white.
Figure 4 shows two of the symbols from L's board. -

Decision IV: Vocabulary Selection - Twelve Reinforcer
symbols and four need symbols

.

Decision Rationale:

The sixteen items (shown in'FigUre 5) were
-selected for various reasons but all were words L.
could use to communicate an immediats want or need.

4 The majority of the words symbolized' highly

motivating objects or activities such as milk shake,
eat, and record player. These were the first
symbols treined. A few represented words which
L. was required to,use in a communicative needs

f
situation, such as toilet and,sleep.

0'

, Decision V: Vocabulary Display - (See Figure 5),

Decision Rationale:

Symbols"were.generally placed-in an arbitrary
position with action and object labels grouped
together whenpossible. The size of the qUarters
'of the board were determined by the area L. could
poinfto with the most stable and consistent

- control. Symbol card size within each quarter was
not a decision variable because the student used
the eye gaze for this final vocabulary selection.

Decision VI: . Boaed Construction - (See list below)

Matexials"needed to make'the board were: wheelchair
Zap tray, plexiglass, piano hinge, colbred tape,
sym ols cut from typing paper,` pressure sensitive
graphics.

141
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Decision Rationale:
t

e board r, s attached to the Zap tray,of
posstlonllg whee hair,to insure iewas available
as much as possible. -The plexiilas 'eye gaze
board, was attached to the front of the lap tray.Liith
the piano hinge so it could be lowered fiat onto the
Zap tray during outdoor travel oractivities
requiring the entire tray. his minimized breakage

'of the plexiglass. The symbols on the colored
display board were laminated directly on the Zap
tray with additional plexiglass.

A
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SYSTICII IMANAdEMENT

12,3_

No board system will be functional if it i8 not available to the
student to use. Boardstight as well not be taught if they spend most
of the day in a closet, or ,on a book-shelf, or leaning against a table.
The classroom staff must be committed to keeping the boards with the users.
Admittedly, this .s a difficult management problem. Below is a list pf

ssuggestions which' may make this task easier.

Train functional content. Staff and parents will be more likely to
have the child use the,board if its symbols pertain to routine daily
activities, which the child wants to communicate about. For example,
some boards may have symbols referring to colors, and numbers.
However, severely multiply handicapped children rarely want or even
need to communicate about numbers or colors. Whenrmore functional:
symbols are taught (foods, comfort items, etc.) `It becomes more
logical to use the board throughout the day.'

Use the board routinely. Thi's may seem like an obvious suggestion,
but it is an important one. If functional symbols have been taught
on the board using this curriculum's board objective: teachers and

rents should routinely require board communication during their
interactions with the ohild during other times. also. Communication
and board availability go hand-in-hand for these students. As a
general rule, they can't have one without the other.

Identify a standard storage area. All board users have times when it
is not feasible for them to havelReir boards with them. When this
occurs, decide where the.board should be stored. The next'step is to
then insure that it is placed there whenever it's not in use:

Teach instruction following. If the child is ambulatory (withtor
without a'prosthetic device)- it may be possible to teach him/her to
follow the instructions-".Gb get your board", or "Put your board away".
,Obviously, a standard,storage. area is qite important to this task..

Make multiple boards. If the student cannot be.taught.to et a carry
thebeard, and if the board cannot be attached'to a wheelch 'r or
walker/ consider making several identical boards to be stored in
frequaltlY used areas of the schooland.home (e.g., gym, music room, etc.).

Assign responsibilities to staff, The classroom staffmay share.on a
routine scheduld'(daily, weekly, etc.) the responsibility of making sureYin

-the boards are in good repair and available. Only one person needs tot,
attend to the student's having their boards at anyone time. However,
that one staff member is likely to, Carry through the assignment,
first because it, is a 4gfined task and second because the other staff"
in the room know'who to blame if the boards are not there.
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Cse an interval timer. Although this may seem disruptive, it
may be a way to remind staff df the impOrtanceof board availability
for a short time during initial training. Set a timer.to ring
every 20 to 30 minutes. At the end of each interval, take a quick
glance around to Make sure all boards are available to their users.

4
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FACILITATOR PROGRABFOR VOCABULARY EXPANSION

The REQUESTING THROUGH COMMUNICATION BOARD objective teaches the
functional use of'communication boards.' As the student's vocabulary
increases through that objective, additional training may be necessary
to facilitate the student'g discrimingtion and understanding of the
expanded symbols. If programming time is available for training beyond
the ',Requesting through Board" objective, this facilitator program may

'be helpful: -

Phase I: Matching Object to Symbol.

_GOAL: The srudent.will match. an object to a.Symbol
1

of that object.

RATIONALE: The purpose of Phase I is to expand the .

student's expressive labeling vocabplary.

I. Description.

Phase I teaches a cognitive and semantic skill that will assist in
assuring that the child is discriminating the actual Symbol used.
Procedures differ from those of the curriculum's objectives prima:rily
in that the training setting for this facilitator program can be44lated
and training may occur with Mass trials if desired.

II. Rrocedures:

I
k A. Before beginning training in this Phase, be sure the symb s to be

taught have 'previously been used in the "Requesting throu h .

*Communication Board" objective.
r

B. $elect two )loun symbolson the student's communication board. Ha'v'e

both objects present during training. Pick up one of the objects
and ask "What's,that?-":-The"student *Should point to.the symbol for
.tliat object. _Randomly present the items during training and train,
to criterion.

1The "symbol" may be.any of the system's' described earlier. ,Regardless of
whether pictures or printed words are used, the procedures for this
facilitator program remain the same.

145
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C. Select two additional noun4SyMbads on the student's board. Traifi
these two nevi objects to criterionsusing the same prexpeduie.

\
. .,

,D. After athe student has met criterion on these two items, train all.
four items together. All four items will be present during training.AT
Hold up one of tha four items and ask 'What's that?".° Remember topresent the items in a random order'..-

J
,

When the student has met' criterion of the four,objecta together,
- 401-lase II: . .

.
.

0

Phase II: Spoken Word to', Obpoot

`lb

GQAL: The student will match:the spoken label for
an'object to the actual object.

RATIONALE:. The purpose, of Phase II is to expafid the

student's,rieceptive.tabeling Vocabulary.
0--

°O- 1°
o

o

Description.

s e

.000,"ft:
This training is done very similirly to:Phase I, experrk hat hestudent points tp the acutal objectand does not need the 6

!fp
therpaponse.

II.. Pro-dedure.

b

A. Place two of the four items which you used in Phvasb I!in*fr 9the'student., Tell' the student to "Show me (one of the item '. Thestudent should point to or pick.-up the requested, item. Randomlyreq4st the iteMs in a random order. Train tdrcriterion.

B. Tra n the two other items Used in Part I' to criterion.

0,

rc . 4..C. Place,all four items in front. of the student. Tell the student to
"Show see :(one of the items?". Remember to request the items in a.random order. Train to criterion.

.

.0. .--
. 0 .,

. .
,.'

.0-.
When the student has met criterion on Phase II, begin training on Phase ILT.

14,6
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Phase III: Bo lard Symbol to Object

s

\GOAL: ''The student Will match the board symbol :
for an object to the actual object% . ''A

, ...

4TIONALE: The purpose of Phase III is to expand the
, . ' student'sreceptive labeling vocabulary

matching the symbol to the object.

De'scri 'on.
SF

The 'teacher will need to use the student's board for Phase III
training The student dOes not use his board in this tAining.

; 4W
Procedule.

A. Place two of the four items ofitemsl4sed earlier in front othe student.,
to -itt-

'Point to the symbol for one of thditems on the student's board.
Do not s'a, the sword. The student shOuld point toyr'pick up the.

item vihich,corresponds to the symbol. As earlier, present the
','txial4 in a random order and train to criterion.

II: PlaCeit.he other two items' n front of the student. Use the-same
procedure and train to icriteron. I

;, ,

C. Place all four items in front of the student. Use the same
procedure and train to criterion: C),

. ,

.

/ / 4
. .

When the, student has met criterion in Phases I, II, and III you may begin

'training on new symbols, following the'same procedure. Be sure to.onfy
expand using- symbols which-have been taught first in the board objective.

.

,

- For anpanded, 'miore,detailed presentation of this'facili(tatoi
piO(jrmn,prefer to the Waldo, et.al. refdrence listed below.,

)

-
.

t
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Electronic Boards

. . _

, Nonvgeal Communication Resource Book, edited by Gregg C. Vanderheiden
(1978) Available from University Park-Press, 233 East Redwood Street,
altimore, -Maryland 21202. This is a reference book listing addresses,
44rice,.and availability of communication aids.

..

"Assessing Non-oral Clients for Assistive Communication Devises" by
Colette Coleman, Albert,Cook, Meyers.Lawrence eyers. Published in Journal

--k

of Speech and Hearing Disorders, XLV, November, 1980, pages 515-526.
Article has an appendix "Matching the physical and language capabilities of

1,

a disabled client to the corresponding characteristics of a communication

4, device".

-2

Respon %e Identification for the Physically Handicapped Student

"Adaptive Equipment forthe Severely Multiply HandicaPped.Child" by
Karin Barnes, Nina Murphy, Lois Waldo, and Wayne Sailor in Teaching the
Severely Handicapped, Volume IV (editors Robert York and Eugene Edgar).
This book is availablefrom Special Press, 724 South Roosevelt Avenue,
Columbus; Ohio 43209.

Overview_of Boards

. .

Nonvocal.Communication Teachniques and Aids for the Severely Physically
Handicapped, by Gregg C. Vanderheiden and Kate Griley. Available from
University Park Press, 233"East Redwopd Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21202.
This book is an excellent general introduction to boards and. gives many
examples of actual bciardg used by physically handicapped students.

Symbol Systems
7),., ,

Standard'Rebus Glossary by C.'Clark, C. Davies, and R. Woodcock.
Available from American Guidarice Service, Inc., Publisher's Building, Circle
Pines, Minnesota 55014.

Handbook of Blissymboli6s, by'B. Kates, S. McNalighton, and H. Silverman.
Available from Blissympoiics Communication Institute, 862 Eglinton Avenue
East, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4G 2L1.

-

Facilitator Program for Vocabulary Expansion

4
Functional Communication Board Training, for the Severely Multiply

Handicapped by L. Waldo,,p.: Riggs, K. Davaz, M. Hirsch, R. Eye, and A. Marsh 1

Available from Kansas Neurological Institute, 3107 Wese2Ist Street,
.

Ippeka, _Kansas 66604.-
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itSELECTING A PRIMARY
1.

COMMUNICATION MODE
,,

The purpose of this appendix is to provide general guidelines'for
selectinga primary communication mode for a,severely multiply handicapped'
child. This decision is not relevant unless or until a child exhibits the
*communicative skills described in the "Requesting Through Choice" objective
of the curriculum.

Mode selection is not a science. The guidelines are not a rigid set 'of
decision rules. Each-must be weighted as it appries,to the individual child
being assessed.

The mode selection process for this curriculum is based on the following
assuMptions: , .

.

1. Many severely multiply handicapped students do not possess the-primary
__,----.T

. "communication" skills necessary, to warrant teaching them symbolic'speech,
, , ;-

signing, or board use. .

2. Although Speech is the most normal of all communication modes, severely
multiply handicapped students commonly are not able to use understandable
speech. P .

3. Signing is often not a functional communication mode for a nonspeech'-'
student either. because the motor skills required are too refined, or
because the environment neither uSes'tr understands the signs.

4. A communication board is frequently the most preferred initial mode fOr
the severely.:717nd profoundly delayed students, not only becauSe it

requires a simple motor response but because i1.allo*s a very concrete!
system of representation, i.e., pictures.,

PROCEbIIRES AND CONCERNS

The decision to concentrate on 'a particular'mode will affect the
.studentts daily-living far into the future. 'Therefore, the selection of
a communication mode is a critical decision which must include careful.
study of the student's skills and consultation with the4important people
4n the student*s environment. Information andeedbaCkshould be ,gleaned
from as many sources as possible, including the parents or primary caregivers.
Whenever possible the teacher, speech pathologist, psychologist, and physical
ortoocupagonnl therapist should also assist;in the process.

7
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Table I lists an assessment strategy which should ultimately provide
the team with the information necessary to select a primary commuhication,
mode. Table 2 lists the deciSions which must' be made during the assessment
,,process.*

'Mode selection is rarely a clearcut process. The.procedures and
considerationg listed in the tables are not intended to be'exhaustive.
,Specifically, thedecision ralles in the far left column of Table 2 are

The tables axe intended to convince-the
e cf the decision, and of the general, direction
ake. For an extended discussion on both of

a-Nmeant simply as guideline )

readers of the involved nat1
the dpcision procesmshpuld_
these topics, refer, ' the Total CommUnication Checklist and Assessment
(TCCA) by.L. Waldcii K. Barnes, and Gerry (available from.Kansxs

, ,

Neurological Institute, 3107 'west' 21st Topeka, Kansas 66604). The TCCA k
provides very specific assessment techniques and detailed discusssions
of the decision process,..-t

0 PARENTAL I.NVOLIT,EKENT: A FINAL, NOTE

The parent's treference'Must ca'rrylmuch of 'the weight for .the mode
selectiOn decision. If the parents arenot invested and supportive ofthe
system chosen, the communication programmingwill fail.Parents willbe
more supportive and invested 'when given the opportunity, encouragement and'

-information to be involved in the earliest stagei.possible Of t.he decision
process.

Some parents have difficulty accepting the decision to use an alternate
commdnication mode. Ttry/may view nonspeech communication as too artificial
Or they may be concerned because they think that because a nonspeech system,
is being eonsidered,40heir child has failed in some way. Other parents may
riot see thedifference' between talking and communicating., The CCC Parent's
9uide discusses this issue specifically. The Comments similar to those'
/below may be beneficial for the parents to hear.

'I know it mayseem.to you as if your child has failed. This is simply
not so. What we are sayingis that your child has a good potential to
communicate. With this training your child,cAn become successful in his /her
atemptsto express him/herself".

is a necessary skill for independence. Teaching speech
providing your, child with-a nonspeech communication
have a chance at some of that independe'nce much earlier".

"Communication'
may take years. By

system,he/she.will

4 "It simply isn't true that you,have to talk to communicate.' All of us
#

use nonspeech Communication"daily when we-write, applaud a performance,
point out an axticle in, the paper for our husband to 'reed, or simply frown
whep our chilmisbehaves. The point to remember is that communication is
466147EAnportant than talking".' 4

t
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TABLE 1

Assegsment Strategy fbr Mode Selection

Task ' ,;Purpose

-InXerview parents during a parent
conference or preferably during a
home visit.

(

Observe child in spontaneous
functional communication setting:

Directly test selected skills.

Review educational andtraining
records.

Conduc diagnostic training over
a short period .of time.

Conduct a group meeting with
'parents andinvolved professional
staff.

Identify current skills; explain mode
alternatiires. Determine parental
preferenctes.

Identify child's'tosurrent communicaI.on
ttrategies. Determine spontaneous
vocal and motor skills.

r

Clarify discrepancies Between oberved
and/or reported skills. Probe skills
which did not occur during-observation
or which require further definition.

-

Determine past training successes and
failures. Identify previous training
ini any of the Ades.

Clarify any remaining questions of skill.
Resolve any differences of opinion au3ng

'team members about skill lever.-

Summarize aninterpret assessment data.
- Obtain group concensus to.- select most'
1-4prefetred communication mode.

,152
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DECISION

1

Variables Involved in Mode Selection

. PRIMARY CONSIDERATION
0

'DECISION RULES

I Is the student A
ready for symbolic
communication
training?. -

a
B.

C.

Haveseveral high- pfeference
(reinforcing) objects, foods,
or activities been idiptified
for this student?

Does the student currently
have some type of "choice ",
respOnse which is used to
request his/her basic wants
and needs?

Does the student show any
generalized and/or spontaneous
use of the 'communicative
responses he/she currently
possesses?

The student is ready for
symbolic training only
if the answer to all
three of these
considerations is "yes".

St

II. Is speech the .A.

preferred
communicatio

. mode?

I

B.

C.

Has ,the student made good

progress in previbus
speech training?

Does the student express.,
basic wants and needs,
effectively by talking?

Does the student have normal
hAring-either with or
witbout.a hearing aid?

D. Dods the student closely
imitate spoken words?

E. Are the student's receptive
skills egUal_to his/her
exprdstive

The student is a likely
speech candidate if
most of these gUeStions
were answered "yes ".

T his st udent is not A
good candidate for
speech if A, D, or E
were answered 'no"

at
4
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TABLE 2

Variables-Involved in Mode Selection,
(Continued)

RRIMARY CONSIDERATION

133,

DECISION RULES

III. Is signing the
. preferred

nonspeech mode?

A. Would the student's
environment readily support
and use signing?. .

B. Is the student able-to use
both hands freely?

,

4

C. Does the student spontaneously
use hand gestures to
communicate?

D. Will the student allow someone-
to manipulate'H hands into
sign configurations?.

E. Does the student closely
imitate simple manual signs?

The student is a likely,.
signing candidate if
most of these queStions
Atere answered "yes".

This student is not a
good candidate for
.signing if B, 5, or E
were answered "no".

4s.

IV. ,Is a cammunication A. .Would the student's
board the preferred environment readily support
nonspeech Mode? , and use a board.

T

B. 'Does the,student exhibit
only verydow level
cognitive skills in matching,
memory, visual scanning., and
object use?

Is the student unable to
imitate molt fine motor
movements?

D.'"Eoes the student exhibit
restricted motor skills

E.

generally?

Is the student motorically
A

and communicatively passive?

.

The student is a likely'
board candidate if most
Of the questions were
answered "yes".
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"Ldarning to say Words and sentences clearly may take your child years.

Some students have received,daily training over a very long period and are
still not able to talk so that a stranger could understand. Your child has
the potential to be a good- communicator if we don't hold him/htr back
waiting for better speech".

A

, S

SUMMARY-

A child's prognosis for speech, or placemgnt in .either signing or
board training, is not established once and for all at any time. Continued
attention to the child's speech and to training data will indicate whether
the.,,decisions made were valid for that student.

-
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ESPONSE DEVELOPMENT
AND. DATA COLLECTION
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This appendix briefly-reviews two topics: response development,
and data collectiOn and analysis. Teachers should understand that this
curriculum,assumes basic knowledge of principles of behavior modification,
and makes no attempt to train those skills here. If teachers do not hae
these skills, they are referred to the list of references at the end of
this appendix.

The suggestions and comments included in thiS appendix are based,
in part, upon the authors experiences and preferences. It will be'up to
each teacher, ultimately, to determine the best procedures and data
-collection techniques for his or her own classroom.

DEVELOPIN A RESPONSE

.At e beginning of communication training, a student's ability to
perform a given, target behavior may ran e anywhere along acontinuum.
For example, the student may be able to make only a limited approximation
of the desired response, or he-may be able only to imitate the response.
Some may on occasion produce the correct response, but not in response to
the appropriate stimulus. At any point along this "accuracy continuum"
there are techniques which the teacher can use'to build upon the student's
existing skills in order to develop the desired communicative behaviors:
Generally, thesepotechniques involve prompting and shaping..

'Prompting

There are several types of prats which can be used to develOp a
response. These are discuSsed below.

Verbal Cue. A verbal cue is.a prompt which gives a'cue to the student .

that he'is supposed to respond in some way, but does not directly tell the
student how to respond. Verbal cues are often in the form of questions,
such as "What do you'want?", or "Do you.wa t more?, tell me". The
successful use of a verbal cue depends upo the student's receptive language
skils, ie the Student must be able to un erstand he cue/

Verbal Prompt. A verbal prohlpt actually tells the student the response
he is to make. Use of a verbal prompt also requires that the student have
sufficient language comprehension to understand the instructions, e.g., "Make

. the sign or drink", "Point to the cookie", etc.
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Physical Prompt. physical prompt requires the teacher to interact
physically'in some way with the student. Physical abmpts may range from

-a slight touch (e.g., the teacher may touch a child'elbow as a prompt '

'f.gorrepointing), to a complete physical "put-through" bf the desired response
( L.g the teacher may ectually'position the student's hand and fingers into
the proper sign for "drink"). Physical prompti. (as with all prompts) must
be "faded" so that the teacher's physicel,assistance is gradually reduced,
and the student is required to perform the target behavior with greater
and greater4ndependence.

Modeling. Modeling is a prompt in which the teacher shows the student
. what to do by demonstrating the target behavior,.e.g., the teacher points

to the cookie, or makes the sign for drink, etc. The success of modeling
as a response development technique depends upon 'the student's imitative
skills. The:imitative model. is frequently paired-Off tTverbal prompt when
a motor response is. being taught, e.g., the teacher may-say "Point to-
cookie" as she models pointing to the cookie.

Shaping

Shaping. is a teaching procedure which syste4atically reinforces closer
and closer approximate to the desired response. This maybe done with
of without the use of prompts. For example, a child who, is unable to
imitate a vocal model may be shiaped.into producing a particular soundl5y
reinforcing those vocalizations which are Closer and closer to the desired'
sound. There,are some cases where no prompts are available to help shape
the response; however, shaping without the use of prompts is generally much
more time consu4ng.

NOTE: Regardless of which technique is 'used (prompting or shaping), the
student must ultylately respond independently. In order to facilitate this,
the teacher must continually fade any prompt as quickly as the student's
skills allow.

The exaivple belowdemonstrates a shaping procedure which employs the use of ,

gradually faded physical prompts.

Example

' When a high-preference' food item is presented to
John'he reaches to grab it. The teacher wants to
teachh,John to make the sign for food:

1. As John r&ldhes for'the food, the teacher 'takes
his hand and.moves-it.into_the sign configuration
for food, and directs the hand,to John's Mouth.
As John becomes familiar with the,sign, and
does not resist the prompt, the teacher probes
to deterthine John's .readiness for step 2'e
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As John reaches for the food, the teacher shapes
his hand into the food sign, as in step 1, then
gently pushes his arm as a cue for John to.
his han7to his mouth to finish the sign. Thus,

in this step, John must independently complete
the sign by bringing his,hand up to his mouth.
When John.does this consistently, the teacher
moves to the third, training step. .

As John moves his arm toward the fOod,,hfs teacher °
touches John's fingers as a cue for him to form the,
correct hand configuration, or John shapes his hand
correctly, then brings his hand to his mouth ds
trained in step 2. When John responds correctly
and consistently; the teacher can eliminate the
touching prompt completely (step 4) and John will
have been trained _to makewthe sign independently.
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It is importnt to note that for a different student, the above
re,

four
steps may have been collapsed into fewer or expanded into more stept,-
depending on that student's learning pattern and abilities. Shaping steps
must be individually determined for each student.

0"/

DIS.C_RETE TRIAL S

,J -,

.Before starting to take data on a particular response it is necessary
to make a number of- decisions. The following decisions should be made;
1) when the data will be recorded, 2) what a "trial "-will. consist of,
3) what the consequences will be for each type.of response the student
makes, and 4), what type of scoring system will be Used.

When these decisions have been made the program may be started. It
is important to keep in mind that data must be recorded in a consistent
manner, and prompts and cues should-be recorded accurately. A trial should
consis of only one opportunity to respond and may include a single prompt

9opportunityor cu . Providing repeated cues and prompts, then-recording as though a
single trial has occurred, does not accurately reflect the student's
performance and is of relatively little use. Also, data-should be recpr ed
as quickly as possible during the actual training. 'Teachers should no

.4

rely on memoikto record data after a training session.

(
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A rat COLLECTION

.

In some instances astudent's progress in a particular ,program may
be obvious. In most cases, however, itis necessary to.have a "picture " --
i.e., a .graph -- representing the student's learning curve in order to make
optimal programming decisions.'

.

., ,.
- t

l
.. .

There are several issues relevant to' data collection which cannot
_, .

bu discussed in detail here. Several decisiOns,regarding data collection.
will be determined by the characteristics of each progiam. It is important.

_that teachers not be locked into a particular data system, All too often
teachers design only programs which can easily fit into an existing data'
system. The data collectiOn should be determined by and appropriate to.
each 'program.

Frequency Of Dita Collection

,
, .

Genera4y,,the more freguentlidata'is collected, the, more informatibn
th6re is available on the student's performahce. . "Continuous' data
co

It
ectiOn is a directsmeasure of a particular behavior every time it decUrst

How ver, there.are both advantages and disadvantages to the use of Continuous
data collection. ,Continuous data collection, allows a fairly exact measure
of the behaVior. The disadvantages of continuous data collection are the

1ktamount 04ime involved, and the incompatibility of recording data and

lkil°
.interacting with studentsrat the same time._

. .

"Probe" data'collection measures only some of the occurrences of a
,

behavior. Probe data can be taken in a variety of ways. If a particular
program, such as teaching a pointing response, is run in.massed trials of
ten each day, then data could be taken on all ten trials'every other day,
or five of those ten trials three times a week, etc. If a situation fdr a
particular response training is set up four times each day, data may vary
among all situations so the data will be representative.

k ,
,

. .

Probe data collection frees the teacher to spend more time'interacting
with the student. The main diSadvantage is that less information is

.

available on the studentts'performande: The following are suggested
guidelines for use ofmcontinuous versus probe data collection:. ,

?,

401

A
Use continuous data-do4ection when:

1. Teaching a new student
2.' Teaching a, new skill -

3. Student is havingdifficulty acquiring skill -°

-4. Student's performance is variable .

5. Student has frequent seizures,'or is changtbg medication.
,

Use probe data collection when:

1. Continuous data-are not necessary .

'2. Conducting assessments .

. 3., Testing for generalization of a Skill
4. Probing ahead of the skill level presently being

taught.
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°I
it is important to have a data based program, not a data bound

program. The collection of data should not interfere with the frequency
or quality of teachihg, nor should the teacher-collect more data than is
necessary fOr program eValuatiOn: As'stated above, the program itself
should come first, with the data collection system designed for, that
specific program. It'may be"possible/that one data system can be used
witfigiore 'than one program; but the t acher must not be committed to

. using oily one type of system.

(
'' INSTRUCTION

1

<,

FOR GRAPRING

9

. Once data have been recorded from tfaining programs, it can be
displayed-vigually using a gtaph. A graph makes it much easier to spot
problems in the programs, and to see improvement over time. Almost any
type? of data, whether it is. rate, frequency, or percentage dh.k canbe
graphed. There are a few general rules to-follow when graphing any type
of data

1. Information identifying the-period covered by the graph, the
student's name, trainer, and objective, should be included on
each graph.

2. The
(
graph,shoUld be drawn in pencil so it can be easily corrected.

3. The `-symbols used must be easily, read..

4.' There should.be a key providing the meaning .of the symbols used.
5. The graph should have room to display at least one month's data.
6. Each program should be placed on a separate graph.

s,7. bata should 66 graphed regularly.
8, The verticalaxis9should indicate the rate of level of the behavior

and the horizontal'axj.s Should indicate time. (see Figure 1 below).
This axis may contain days, sessions, etc.

Figure 1: Vertical and horizontal axis of a graph.

A
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.,
10. Each point --w thin a condition should be connected with a line.

When a change is made in the program, the data should be separhte
with a dotted line.

`If no d4a are taken for one or more days, no points should be plotted
and xu:) lihe should completely connect the points. The number of days no
data were.taken should be recorded in the broken line. Include only those
days where data is nOrmally taken. ,Do not include weekends for programs
conducted only on school days. Figure 3 shows a. sample graph inditating
most of these points:

Figure 3: Sample Graph

Name: Robert c

Dates: 5/15/80 - 6/1/80

Trainer: Chris, §ylvia

Program:, Request for "More"

Objective: Robert will turn his head for more

Prompt: Lightly touch side of his head.

Ar,

KEY

* Reliability.

Taken

411

Correct Response
(unprompted)

juice

4

gr.

3

lr Ac.

64 163 -;*
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INSTRUCTION S FOR GRAFI:I/DATA ANALYSIS

Once the data.,havebeen.graphed they can be used to evaluate the
student's progress. 'It'is more helpful to look at trends in the data
than to look at individual points. If a student is being trained to
make a particUlar'response,(as opposed to eliminating a particular
behavior as in a behayior management program) data which are increasing
suggest that the student is learning to response and no change is
necessary unless the student has met criterion. If the data-are decreasing,.
fluctuating (variable), or stable (showing no change), and beloi4 the set*
acquisition criterion, then some modification may be necessary tb
facilitate improvement. Figure 4 shows an example bf how these trends
would actually look on a graph.

4

Figuie 4: Data Trends

1 2 3 'A 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13' 14

Sessions Trend'

34,5,6',7 -
8,9,10,11,12 -
11,.12,13,14,15 -
15,16,1748;t9,20

fluctuating data
stable

decreasing data
increasing data

G.

1 A '

1.

15 16 17 18 i9_

r

A
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Identifying Problems andMaking Program4Changes

As stated eAeller,'the purpose of data collection is to monitor the
4

child's progress: Ih order to effectively monitor this progress, program
data must-be kept up-to-ciate.',Only when the dataare graphed will it be
possible

t

to determine-'if progress is being made. If a Student is not
making_ gar gress in a particular program, a change should be made.

. ,

Possible reasons for poor progress are presented' in this section,
along witli sample graphs. Obviously, there is no one-to-one correspondence
between a piFticuldr graph configuration and the "reality" which it
reflects. Alowever,*data trends or configurations are often suggestive of
particular 13rOgramming problems. Several examples are presented below.

p

Example #1: The "No Progress", Graph

roo

90

70

60

50 .

40

30
40

.
?0'

. 10 ''cr....0.,_0--0o-..0.-ot....,,o___0_,

0 °
i .

It is obvious that the student represented by the data above is not
.

learning the 'task. There are several possible,reasons why a student may
not be learning a 31iien behavior. The most common o those will be briefly
discuSsed below:,

Inadequate Reinforcer. In the CCC program, the first question the
teacher must ask.when a child is progressing poorly is "Is the reinforcer
truly ehighprefer'ence item dr.activity?" (See IDENTIFICATION OF WANTS

. AND NEEDS section of Cotmunication Guide.) Thelgrap4.shown above would
indicate that the reinforcer being used actually.has no reinforcing
strength at all._ This is,a programming error which is very unlikely using
the,CCC Program because of the'program's strong emphasis upon identification
of high-preference reinforcers.

4.`

A
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,Task.Difficulty. The above graph configuration may also suggest

thatthe particular behavior selected,for training as a communicative

behavior is much'tob difficult for the student: The "Re onse Selectibn"

discussion in the REQUEST - TRAINING. section of,the man uld provide

guidelines which help avdld attempting to train a b- high is

extremely difficult for the child-to learn.

Poor Shaping Techniques. There 11 be mAny cases where the student

is-low-functioning and has a ve ited response repertoire: The teacher

may have followed the "Response Se ection" guidelines to the'extent possible,

but still the student may be unable to demonstrate significant progress.
In-these cases, learning may depend greatly upon the shaping skills of the

teacher. The response to be trained must be carefully analyzed and brdken

down into small shapinq steps. In such cases', the'glaph abOve may suggest

that steps may have been inappropriately ldrge, fading of prompts may'have

been done improperly, etc. -'

Infrequent Training. If the student. is frequently absent, or if the'
.training ass/Lnducted'inconsistently, or if the student has only a few
opportunities to learn the skill each day, it may be necessary to rearrange

the classroom schedule.to increase training time. Most severely handicapped

students require a great deal of practice before a skill is mastered. It

may bd necessary to increase the number of days per week the program is run,

or the number of trials presented in eaph training session, etc.

100

90.
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20.
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Example 12: The

"Almost Criterion"
Graph.

Teacher must keep in mind that there is no magic criterion that best

defines the'foint at which a behavior has been learned. Criteria are set

/merely as a performance "ideal"'to which the child's actual performance

can be compared. Acquisition criteria may vary depending upon the'student,

the behaviox being trained, the training situation, etc. The graph above

suggests that the two days in row'criterion which was set for this

student was simply too high. It is .obvious that the student,w4as able to

. learn the behavior, and consistently maintain it at a fairly high level.
It has been frequently observed in developing 'the CCC Program that when

a criterion'is too gh, eventually the student!s performance will begin °

,to jeleterioxate. Khile it is very important to determine that the student

166
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has'actuallyiearned a response by setting an acquisition criterion; it
is equally important that programs be'changed quickly once the student
has learned the behavior.

100

90

80 -

70 -

'60

50_

40:

30 -

20 -

10

0_

Example #3: The'Fluctuating Graph

I ff IV! 1 I 1

The graph above reflects very inconsistent performance. Because

the student's pe4formance is sometimesiat a very high level, it can be
assumed that the task i well within the student's capability. here are,

however, other possibl explanations f6r this student's inconsistency:

f Strength.Inconsistent Re orcer strength. SOme high-preference items or

activities are only effective reinforcers at certain times or under certain
conditions. For example, juice may only be an effective reinforcer for a
particular child when he is,,.vety thirsty. The data fluctuations may simply
represent whether or not the student had received liquids just before ,

.

,training.

Ilanest or Medication Effects.. Data fluctuations- may also reflect
internal states of the student which influence the student's ability to

perform. Seizures, illness, and medications can have a great effect on

perfOrmance. When -elati fluctuations are Oserved, its important to
chart such variables on the 'graph along with the child's, performance.
Eventually a correlational pattern mayidmerge which will explain the
inconsistent performance; ,

;.

External Variables., Any intermittently occurring event may affect
a student's performance. For example, some-studdilts perform well for one

trainer, but"notfor another. Others are able to attend to the task better
.when there are fewer distractions, etc..
on the performance graph may provide-impo

167

ain, recording these condition
tant information.
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Example #4: Tht "Worn-out,Reinforcer" Graph.'
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In the graph above, the student showed steady progress early in
training, then gradually his performance beginssto deteriorate. Often
this data configuration is,assOciated with a reinforcer whAh, while
effective initially,'has lost its Strength over time. ...When reinforcers
are notvaridd, students are easily satiated. Teachers often forget
the fundamental truth in training the severely handicapped: As the

,

strength of t reinforcer wanes, so does the student's performance.
When such data. trend is observed, if the student .is one for whom there
are few dentified reinforcers, the priority goal for that student
should not be REQUEST TRAINING, but IDENTIFICATION OF WAN'TS, AND NEEDS.

4
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